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Fardous Liliana Suleiman M. Al-Riyami · 3 months ago 

I'm a writer, although I'm not used to call myself that.

It’s been a while since my last “creative exercises”, so to speak, because I write everyday but the action

has become somewhat meaningless and mechanical, it’s lacking emotions.

When proposed to engage in this work, I had to breathe and rethink the approach. Surprisingly, it was

possible for me to recall an early interest in writing

Back in 1974, our family moved from Poland to Granada in Southern Spain, so Spanish was to become

my everyday language in the future.

 I remember being able to read and write before starting the primary school and doing some advances in

Polish too. After some time, I got so involved in the Spanish culture that the mother tongue slowly began

to fade away.

The age of twelve was the starting point for my initial writing attempts. Oh, and It’s pretty funny to admit I

tried to write poems in French as well.

The secondary school period meant a big shift in my life, as I stepped into an academic institution with

stricter rules, where students were “stuffed” with loads of information. Under these circumstances, the

act of writing became a breath of fresh air as well as a form of self-expression that I cherished dearly.

I was mainly devoted to poetry; however the Spanish Literature & Language professor suggested us to

enrol in an essay contest. I was honoured with a radio interview (during the pre-selection) and with

tangible local prize afterwards. By the way, English was taught as foreign language and, of course, I tried

to experiment with it.

After this “sizzling” span of time, everything turned quite predictable and dull.

The second big shift in my young life occurred when we moved to the over-hyped Costa del Sol in 1.991.

There, I found my first job and got involved with international companies. Speaking and writing in English

came as a natural consequence because it was required for any job in the area.  

My very last activity involving writing has been…drafting speeches! It’s quite unusual, but very satisfying

indeed.

Looking into the future, I would like to see myself getting engaged in new projects (like writing articles or

blogging) and maybe it’s time to go back to square one and consider Polish language again.

· flag

Kirsty Stowe · 3 months ago 

I admire anyone who can speak another language let alone three.  All the best for the course.
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Thank you!
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CHICKEN-WIRE HARVARDS

In December 2006 I began visiting tiny places that produce
Everest-size amounts of  talent.* My journey began at a ram-
shackle tennis court in Moscow, and over the next fourteen
months it took me to a soccer field in São Paolo, Brazil, a vocal
studio in Dallas, Texas, an inner-city school in San Jose, Cali -
fornia, a run-down music academy in New York’s Adirondacks,
a baseball-mad island in the Caribbean, and a handful of  other
places so small, humble, and titanically accomplished that a
friend dubbed them “the chicken-wire Harvards.”

* The word talent can be vague and loaded with slippery overtones about potential, par-
ticularly when it comes to young people—research shows that being a prodigy is an un-
reliable indicator of  long-term success (see page 223). In the interest of  clarity, we’ll
define talent in its strictest sense: the possession of  repeatable skills that don’t depend on
physical size (sorry, jockeys and NFL linemen).

Chapter 1

The Sweet Spot

You will become clever through your mistakes.

—German proverb
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Undertaking the journey presented me with a few chal-
lenges, the first of  which was to explain it to my wife and four
young kids in as logical (read: un-harebrained) a way as possi-
ble. So I decided to frame it as a Great Expedition, sort of  like
those undertaken by nineteenth-century naturalists. I made
straight-faced comparisons between my trip and Charles
Darwin’s voyage aboard the Beagle; I sagely expounded how
small, isolated places magnify larger patterns and forces, sort
of  like petri dishes. These explanations seemed to work—at
least for a moment.

“Daddy’s going on a treasure hunt,” I overheard my ten-
year-old daughter Katie patiently explain to her younger sis-
ters. “You know, like at a birthday party.”

A treasure hunt, a birthday—actually that wasn’t too far
off. The nine hotbeds I visited shared almost nothing except
the happy unlikeliness of  their existence. Each was a statistical
impossibility, a mouse that had not only roared but that had
somehow come to rule the forest. But how?

The first clue arrived in the form of  an unexpected pattern.
When I started visiting talent hotbeds, I expected to be daz-
zled. I expected to witness world-class speed, power, and
grace. Those expectations were met and exceeded—about
half  the time. For that half  of  the time, being in a talent
hotbed felt like standing amid a herd of  running deer: every-
thing moved faster and more fluently than in everyday life.
(You haven’t had your ego truly tested until an eight-year-old
takes pity on you on the tennis court.)

But that was only half  of  the time. During the other half  I
witnessed something very different: moments of  slow, fitful
struggle, rather like what I’d seen on the Clarissa video. It was
as if  the herd of  deer suddenly encountered a hillside coated
with ice. They slammed to a halt; they stopped, looked, and
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thought carefully before taking each step. Making progress
became a matter of  small failures, a rhythmic pattern of  botches,
as well as something else: a shared facial expression. Their
taut, intense squint caused them to take on (I know this sounds
weird) an unaccountable resemblance to Clint Eastwood.

Meet Brunio. He’s eleven years old, working on a new soc-
cer move on a concrete playground in São Paolo, Brazil. He
moves slowly, feeling the ball roll beneath the sole of  his cheap
sneaker. He is trying to learn the elastico, a ball-handling ma-
neuver in which he nudges the ball with the outside of  his
foot, then quickly swings his foot around the ball to flick it the
opposite direction with his instep. Done properly, the move
gives the viewer the impression that the player has the ball on
a rubber band. The first time we watch Brunio try the move,
he fails, then stops and thinks. He does it again more slowly
and fails again—the ball squirts away. He stops and thinks
again. He does it even more slowly, breaking the move down
to its component parts—this, this, and that. His face is taut; his
eyes are so focused, they look like they’re somewhere else.
Then something clicks: he starts nailing the move.

Meet Jennie. She ’s twenty-four years old, and she ’s in a
cramped Dallas vocal studio working on the chorus of  a pop
song called “Running Out of  Time.” She is trying to hit the
big finish, in which she turns the word time into a waterfall of
notes. She tries it, screws up, stops, and thinks, then sings it
again at a much slower speed. Each time she misses a note, she
stops and returns to the beginning, or to the spot where she
missed. Jennie sings and stops, sings and stops. Then all of  a
sudden, she gets it. The pieces snap into place. The sixth time
through, Jennie sings the measure perfectly.

When we see people practice effectively, we usually de-
scribe it with words like willpower or concentration or focus. But
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those words don’t quite fit, because they don’t capture the ice-
climbing particularity of  the event. The people inside the tal-
ent hotbeds are engaged in an activity that seems, on the face
of  it, strange and surprising. They are seeking out the slip-
pery hills. Like Clarissa, they are purposely operating at the
edges of  their ability, so they will screw up. And somehow
screwing up is making them better. How?

Trying to describe the collective talent of  Brazilian soccer
players is like trying to describe the law of  gravity. You can
measure it—the five World Cup victories, the nine hundred
or so young talents signed each year by professional European
clubs. Or you can name it—the procession of  transcendent
stars like Pelé, Zico, Socrates, Romário, Ronaldo, Juninho,
Robinho, Ronaldinho, Kaká, and others who have deservedly
worn the crown of  “world’s best player.” But in the end you
can’t capture the power of  Brazilian talent in numbers and
names. It has to be felt. Every day soccer fans around the
world witness the quintessential scene: a group of  enemy play-
ers surround a Brazilian, leaving him no options, no space, no
hope. Then there ’s a dancelike blur of  motion—a feint, a
flick, a burst of  speed—and suddenly the Brazilian player is in
the clear, moving away from his now-tangled opponents with
the casual aplomb of  a person stepping off  a crowded bus.
Each day, Brazil accomplishes something extremely difficult
and unlikely: in a game at which the entire world is feverishly
competing, it continues to produce an unusually high percent-
age of  the most skilled players.

The conventional way to explain this kind of  concentrated
talent is to attribute it to a combination of  genes and environ-
ment, a.k.a. nature and nurture. In this way of  thinking,
Brazil is great because it possesses a unique confluence of  fac-
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tors: a friendly climate, a deep passion for soccer, and a genet-
ically diverse population of  190 million, 40 percent of  whom
are desperately poor and long to escape through “the beauti-
ful game.” Add up all the factors and—voilà!—you have the
ideal factory for soccer greatness.

But there ’s a slight problem with this explanation: Brazil
wasn’t always a great producer of  soccer players. In the 1940s
and 1950s, with its trifecta of  climate, passion, and poverty 
already firmly in place, the ideal factory produced unspectac-
ular results, never winning a World Cup, failing to defeat
then-world-power Hungary in four tries, showing few of  the
dazzling improvisational skills for which it would later become
known. It wasn’t until 1958 that the Brazil the world now rec-
ognizes truly arrived, in the form of  a brilliant team featuring
seventeen-year-old Pelé, at the World Cup in Sweden.* If
sometime during the next decade Brazil should shockingly
lose its lofty place in the sport (as Hungary so shockingly
did), then the Brazil-is-unique argument leaves us with no
conceivable response except to shrug and celebrate the new
champion, which undoubtedly will also possess a set of  char-
acteristics all its own.

So how does Brazil produce so many great players?
The surprising answer is that Brazil produces great players

because since the 1950s Brazilian players have trained in a par-
ticular way, with a particular tool that improves ball-handling
skill faster than anywhere else in the world. Like a nation 
of  Clarissas, they have found a way to increase their learning

* Soccer historians trace the moment to the opening three minutes of  Brazil’s 1958
World Cup semifinal victory against the heavily favored Soviet Union. The Soviets,
who were regarded as the pinnacle of  modern technique, were overrun by the ball-
handling skills of  Pelé, Garrincha, and Vavá. As commentator Luis Mendes said, “The
scientific systems of  the Soviet Union died a death right there. They put the first man in
space, but they couldn’t mark Garrincha.”
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velocity—and like her, they are barely aware of  it. I call this
kind of  training deep practice, and as we’ll see, it applies to
more than soccer.

The best way to understand the concept of  deep practice is
to do it. Take a few seconds to look at the following lists;
spend the same amount of  time on each one.

A B

ocean / breeze bread / b_tter

leaf / tree music / l_rics

sweet / sour sh_e / sock

movie / actress phone / bo_k

gasoline / engine chi_s / salsa

high school / college pen_il / paper

turkey / stuffing river / b_at

fruit / vegetable be_r / wine

computer / chip television / rad_o

chair / couch l_nch / dinner

Now turn the page. Without looking, try to remember as
many of  the word pairs as you can. From which column do
you recall more words?

If  you’re like most people, it won’t even be close: you will
remember more of  the words in column B, the ones that con-
tained fragments. Studies show you’ll remember three times
as many. It’s as if, in those few seconds, your memory skills
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suddenly sharpened. If  this had been a test, your column B
score would have been 300 percent higher.

Your IQ did not increase while you looked at column B.
You didn’t feel different. You weren’t touched by genius (sorry).
But when you encountered the words with blank spaces, some-
thing both imperceptible and profound happened. You stopped.
You stumbled ever so briefly, then figured it out. You experi-
enced a microsecond of  struggle, and that microsecond made
all the difference. You didn’t practice harder when you looked
at column B. You practiced deeper.

Another example: let’s say you’re at a party and you’re
struggling to remember someone’s name. If  someone else
gives you that name, the odds of  your forgetting it again are
high. But if  you manage to retrieve the name on your own—
to fire the signal yourself, as opposed to passively receiving
the information—you’ll engrave it into your memory. Not
because that name is somehow more important, or because
your memory improved, but simply because you practiced
deeper.

Or let’s say you’re on an airplane, and for the umpteenth
time in your life you watch the cabin steward give that clear,
concise one-minute demonstration of  how to put on a life
vest. (“Slip the vest over your head,” the instructions say,
“and fasten the two black straps to the front of  the vest. Inflate
the vest by pulling down on the red tabs.”) An hour into the
flight, the plane lurches, and the captain’s urgent voice comes
on the intercom telling passengers to put on their life vests.
How quickly could you do it? How do those black straps wrap
around? What do the red tabs do again?

Here ’s an alternate scenario: same airplane flight, but this
time instead of  observing yet another life jacket demonstration,
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you try on the life vest. You pull the yellow plastic over your
head, and you fiddle with the tabs and the straps. An hour later
the plane lurches, and the captain’s voice comes over the inter-
com. How much faster would you be?

Deep practice is built on a paradox: struggling in certain
targeted ways—operating at the edges of  your ability, where
you make mistakes—makes you smarter. Or to put it a slightly
different way, experiences where you’re forced to slow down,
make errors, and correct them—as you would if  you were
walking up an ice-covered hill, slipping and stumbling as you
go—end up making you swift and graceful without your real-
izing it.

“We think of  effortless performance as desirable, but it’s
really a terrible way to learn,” said Robert Bjork, the man who
developed the above examples. Bjork, the chair of  psychology
at UCLA, has spent most of  his life delving into questions of
memory and learning. He’s a cheerful polymath, equally
adept at discussing curves of  memory decay or how NBA star
Shaquille O’Neal, who is notoriously terrible at shooting free
throws, should practice them from odd distances—14 feet and
16 feet, instead of  the standard 15 feet. (Bjork’s diagnosis:
“Shaq needs to develop the ability to modulate his motor pro-
grams. Until then he ’ll keep being awful.”)

“Things that appear to be obstacles turn out to be desirable
in the long haul,” Bjork said. “One real encounter, even for a
few seconds, is far more useful than several hundred observa-
tions.” Bjork cites an experiment by psychologist Henry
Roediger at Washington University of  St. Louis, where stu-
dents were divided into two groups to study a natural history
text. Group A studied the paper for four sessions. Group B
studied only once but was tested three times. A week later
both groups were tested, and Group B scored 50 percent
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higher than Group A. They’d studied one-fourth as much yet
learned far more. (Catherine Fritz, one of  Bjork’s students,
said she applied these ideas to her schoolwork, and raised her
GPA by a full point while studying half  as much.)

The reason, Bjork explained, resides in the way our brains
are built. “We tend to think of  our memory as a tape recorder,
but that’s wrong,” he said. “It’s a living structure, a scaffold
of  nearly infinite size. The more we generate impulses, en-
countering and overcoming difficulties, the more scaffolding
we build. The more scaffolding we build, the faster we learn.”

When you’re practicing deeply, the world’s usual rules are
suspended. You use time more efficiently. Your small efforts
produce big, lasting results. You have positioned yourself  at a
place of  leverage where you can capture failure and turn it
into skill. The trick is to choose a goal just beyond your pres -
ent abilities; to target the struggle. Thrashing blindly doesn’t
help. Reaching does.

“It’s all about finding the sweet spot,” Bjork said. “There ’s
an optimal gap between what you know and what you’re try-
ing to do. When you find that sweet spot, learning takes off.”*

Deep practice is a strange concept for two reasons. The
first reason is that it cuts against our intuition about talent.
Our intuition tells us that practice relates to talent in the same
way that a whetstone relates to a knife: it’s vital but useless
without a solid blade of  so-called natural ability. Deep prac-
tice raises an intriguing possibility: that practice might be the
way to forge the blade itself.

* Good advertising operates by the same principles of  deep practice, increasing learning
by placing viewers in the sweet spot at the edge of  their capabilities. This is why many
successful ads involve some degree of  cognitive work, such as the whiskey ad that fea-
tured the tag line “. . . ingle ells, . . . ingle ells . . . The holidays aren’t the same without
J&B.”
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The second reason deep practice is a strange concept is
that it takes events that we normally strive to avoid—namely,
mistakes—and turns them into skills. To understand how deep
practice works, then, it’s first useful to consider the unexpected
but crucial importance of  errors to the learning process. In
fact, let’s consider an extreme example, which arrives in the
form of  a question: how do you get good at something when
making a mistake has a decent chance of  killing you?

EDWIN LINK’S UNUSUAL DEVICE

In the winter of  1934 President Franklin Roosevelt had a
problem. Pilots in the U.S. Army Air Corps—by all accounts
the military’s most skilled, combat-ready airmen—were dy-
ing in crashes. On February 23 a pilot drowned when he
landed off  the New Jersey coast; another was killed when his
plane cartwheeled into a Texas ditch. On March 9 four more
pilots died when their planes crashed in Florida, Ohio, and
Wyoming. The carnage was not caused by a war. The pilots
were simply trying to fly through winter storms, delivering
the U.S. mail.

The crashes could be traced to a corporate scandal. A re-
cent Senate investigation had exposed a multimillion-dollar
price-fixing scheme among the commercial airlines contracted
to carry the U.S. mail. President Roosevelt had swiftly re-
sponded by canceling the contracts. To take over mail deliv-
ery, the president called upon the Air Corps, whose generals
were eager to demonstrate their pilots’ willingness and brav-
ery. (They also wanted to show Roosevelt that the Air Corps
deserved the status of  a full military branch, equal to the
Army and Navy.) Those generals were mostly right about Air
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Corps pilots: they were willing, and they were brave. But in
the harsh winter storms of  1934, Air Corps pilots kept crash-
ing. Early on the morning of  March 10, after the ninth pilot
died in twenty days, FDR summoned General Benjamin
Foulois, commander of  the Air Corps, to the White House.
“General,” the president said fiercely, “when are these airmail
killings going to stop?”

It was a good question, one that Roosevelt might have di-
rected at the whole enterprise of  pilot training. Early pilot
training was built on the bedrock belief  that good pilots are
born, not made. Most programs followed an identical proce-
dure: the instructor would take the prospective student up in
the plane and execute a series of  loops and rolls. If  the student
did not get sick, he was deemed to have the capability to be-
come a pilot and, after several weeks of  ground school, was
gradually allowed to handle the controls. Trainees learned by
taxiing, or “penguin-hopping” in stubby-winged crafts, or
they flew and hoped. (Lucky Lindy’s nickname was well
earned.) The system didn’t work too well. Early fatality rates
at some Army aviation schools approached 25 percent; in 1912
eight of  the fourteen U.S. Army pilots died in crashes. By
1934 techniques and technology had been refined but training
remained primitive. The Airmail Fiasco, as Roosevelt’s prob-
lem swiftly became known, raised the question pointedly: was
there a better way to learn to fly?

The answer came from an unlikely source: Edwin Albert
Link, Jr., the son of  a piano and organ maker from Bingham -
ton, New York, who grew up working at his father’s factory.
Skinny, beak-nosed, and epically stubborn, Link was a tin-
kerer by nature. When he was sixteen, he fell in love with fly-
ing and took a $50 lesson from Sydney Chaplin (half  brother
of  the movie star). “For the better part of  that hour we did
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loops and spins and buzzed everything in sight,” Link later re-
called. “Thank heaven I didn’t get sick, but when we got
down, I hadn’t touched the controls at all. I thought, ‘That’s a
hell of  a way to teach someone to fly.’”

Link’s fascination grew. He started hanging around local
barnstormers, cadging lessons. Link’s father didn’t appreciate
his interest in flying—he briefly fired young Edwin from his
job at the organ factory when he found out about it. But Link
kept at it, eventually purchasing a four-seat Cessna. All the
while his tinkerer’s mind kept circling the notion of  improv-
ing pilot training. In 1927, seven years after his initial lesson
with Chaplin, Link went to work. Borrowing bellows and
pneumatic pumps from the organ factory, he built a device
that compressed the key elements of  a plane into a space
slightly roomier than a bathtub. It featured stubby prehensile
wings, a tiny tail, an instrument panel, and an electric motor
that made the device roll, pitch, and yaw in response to the pi-
lot controls. A small light on the nose lit up when the pilot
made an error. Link christened it the Link Aviation Trainer
and put up an advertisement: he would teach regular flying
and instrument flying—that is, the ability to fly blind through
fog and storms while relying on gauges alone. He would teach
pilots to fly in half  the time of  regular training and at a frac-
tion of  the cost.

To say that the world overlooked Link’s trainer wouldn’t
be accurate. The truth was, the world looked at it and issued a
resounding and conclusive no. No one he approached seemed
interested in Link’s device—not the military academies, not
private flying schools, not even barnstormers. After all, how
could you learn to fly in a child’s toy? No less an authority
than the U.S. Patent Office declared Link’s trainer a “novel,
profitable amusement device.” And so it seemed destined to
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become. While Link sold fifty trainers to amusement parks
and penny arcades, only two reached actual training facilities:
one he sold to a Navy airfield in Pensacola, Florida, and an-
other he loaned to the New Jersey National Guard unit in
Newark. By the early 1930s Link was reduced to hauling one
of  his trainers on a flatbed truck to county fairgrounds, charg-
ing twenty-five cents a ride.

When the Airmail Fiasco hit in the winter of  1934, how-
ever, a group of  Air Corps brass grew desperate. Casey Jones,
a veteran pilot who had trained many of  the Army pilots, re-
called Link’s trainer and persuaded a group of  Air Corps offi-
cers to take a second look. In early March, Link was summoned
to fly from his home in Cortland, New York, to Newark to
demonstrate the trainer he ’d loaned to the National Guard.
The appointed day was cloudy, with zero visibility, nasty
winds, and driving rain. The Air Corps commanders, by now
familiar with the possible outcomes of  such hazards, surmised
that no pilot, no matter how brave or skilled, could possibly
fly in such weather. They were just leaving the field when they
heard a telltale drone overhead in the clouds, steadily de-
scending. Link’s plane appeared as a ghost, materializing only
a few feet above the runway, kissed down with a perfect land-
ing, and taxied up to the surprised generals. The skinny fellow
did not look like Lindbergh, but he flew like him—and on in-
struments, no less. Link proceeded to demonstrate his trainer,
and in one of  the first recorded instances of  nerd power
trumping military tradition, the officers understood its poten-
tial. The generals ordered the first shipment of  Link trainers.
Seven years later, World War II began, and with it the need 
to transform thousands of  unskilled youth into pilots as
quickly and safely as possible. That need was answered by ten
thousand Link trainers; by the end of  the war, a half-million
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airmen had logged millions of  hours in what they fondly
called “The Blue Box.”* In 1947 the Air Corps became the
U.S. Air Force, and Link went on to build simulators for jets,
bombers, and the lunar module for the Apollo mission.

Edwin Link’s trainer worked so well for the same reason
you scored 300 percent better on Bjork’s blank-letter test.
Link’s trainer permitted pilots to practice more deeply, to
stop, struggle, make errors, and learn from them. During a
few hours in a Link trainer, a pilot could “take off ” and “land”
a dozen times on instruments. He could dive, stall, and recover,
spending hours inhabiting the sweet spot at the edge of  his ca-
pabilities in ways he could never risk in an actual plane. The
Air Corps pilots who trained in Links were no braver or smarter
than the ones who crashed. They simply had the opportunity
to practice more deeply.

This idea of  deep practice makes perfect sense in train-
ing for dangerous jobs like those of  fighter pilots and astro-
nauts. It gets interesting, however, when we apply it to other
kinds of  skills. Like, for instance, those of  Brazil’s soccer
players.

BRAZIL’S SECRET WEAPON

Like many sports fans around the world, soccer coach Simon
Clifford was fascinated by the supernatural skills of  Brazilian
soccer players. Unlike most fans, however, he decided to go to
Brazil to see if  he could find out how they developed those

* The military’s regard for the efficacy of  Link’s trainers apparently went only so far.
Link was permitted to sell hundreds of  his devices to Japan, Germany, and the USSR in
the years leading up to World War II, creating a situation where both sides in many dog-
fights were, training-wise, evenly matched.
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skills. This was an unusually ambitious initiative on Clifford’s
part, considering that he had gained all his coaching experi-
ence at a Catholic elementary school in the soccer non-hotbed
of  Leeds, England. Then again, Clifford is not what you’d call
usual. He’s tall and dashingly handsome and radiates the sort
of  charismatic, bulletproof  confidence one usually associates
with missionaries and emperors. (In his early twenties Clifford
was severely injured in a freak soccer accident—suffering in-
ternal organ damage, kidney removal—and perhaps as a re-
sult he approaches each day with immoderate zeal.) In the
summer of  1997, when he was twenty-six, Clifford borrowed
$8,000 from his teachers’ union and set out for Brazil toting a
backpack, a video camera, and a notebook full of  phone num-
bers he ’d cajoled from a Brazilian player he ’d met.

Once there, Clifford spent most of  his time exploring the
thronging expanse of  São Paolo, sleeping in roach-infested
dormitories by night, scribbling notes by day. He saw many
things he ’d expected to find: the passion, the tradition, the
highly organized training centers, the long practice sessions.
(Teenage players at Brazilian soccer academies log twenty
hours per week, compared with five hours per week for their
British counterparts.) He saw the towering poverty of  the
favelas, and the desperation in the players’ eyes.

But Clifford also saw something he didn’t expect: a strange
game. It resembled soccer, if  soccer were played inside a
phone booth and dosed with amphetamines. The ball was half
the size but weighed twice as much; it hardly bounced at all.
The players trained, not on a vast expanse of  grass field, but
on basketball-court-size patches of  concrete, wooden floor,
and dirt. Each side, instead of  having eleven players, had 
five or six. In its rhythm and blinding speed, the game resem-
bled basketball or hockey more than soccer: it consisted of  an
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intricate series of  quick, controlled passes and nonstop end-
to-end action. The game was called futebol de salão,
Portuguese for “soccer in the room.” Its modern incarnation
was called futsal.

“It was clear to me that this was where Brazilian skills were
born,” Clifford said. “It was like finding the missing link.”

Futsal had been invented in 1930 as a rainy-day training
option by a Uruguayan coach. Brazilians quickly seized upon
it and codified the first rules in 1936. Since then the game had
spread like a virus, especially in Brazil’s crowded cities, and it
quickly came to occupy a unique place in Brazilian sporting cul-
ture. Other nations played futsal, but Brazil became uniquely
obsessed with it, in part because the game could be played
anywhere (no small advantage in a nation where grass fields
are rare). Futsal grew to command the passions of  Brazilian
kids in the same way that pickup basketball commands the
passions of  inner-city American kids. Brazil dominates the
sport’s organized version, winning 35 of  38 international
competitions, according to Vicente Figueiredo, author of
History of Futebol de Salão. But that number only suggests the
time, effort, and energy that Brazil pours into this strange
homemade game. As Alex Bellos, author of  Futebol: Soccer,
the Brazilian Way, wrote, futsal “is regarded as the incubator
of  the Brazilian soul.”

The incubation is reflected in players’ biographies. From
Pelé onward virtually every great Brazilian player played fut-
sal as a kid, first in the neighborhood and later at Brazil’s soc-
cer academies, where from ages seven to around twelve they
typically devoted three days a week to futsal. A top Brazilian
player spends thousands of  hours at the game. The great
Juninho, for instance, said he never kicked a full-size ball on
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grass until he was fourteen. Until he was twelve, Robinho
spent half  his training time playing futsal.*

Like a vintner identifying a lovely strain of  grape, a
cognoscente like Dr. Emilio Miranda, professor of  soccer at
the University of  São Paolo, can identify the futsal wiring
within famous Brazilian soccer tricks. That elastico move that
Ronaldinho popularized, drawing the ball in and out like a yo-
yo? It originated in futsal. The toe-poke goal that Ronaldo
scored in the 2002 World Cup? Again, futsal. Moves like the
d’espero, el barret, and vaselina? All came from futsal. When I
told Miranda that I’d imagined Brazilians built skills by play-
ing soccer on the beach, he laughed. “Journalists fly here, go
to the beach, they take pictures and write stories. But great
players don’t come from the beach. They come from the fut-
sal court.”

One reason lies in the math. Futsal players touch the ball
far more often than soccer players—six times more often per
minute, according to a Liverpool University study. The smaller,
heavier ball demands and rewards more precise handling—as
coaches point out, you can’t get out of  a tight spot simply by
booting the ball downfield. Sharp passing is paramount: the
game is all about looking for angles and spaces and working
quick combinations with other players. Ball control and vi-
sion are crucial, so that when futsal players play the full-size
game, they feel as if  they have acres of  free space in which to
operate. When I watched professional outdoor games in São
Paolo sitting with Dr. Miranda, he would point out players
who had played futsal: he could tell by the way they held the 

* For a vivid demonstration of  futsal’s role in developing the skills of  two-time world
player of  the year Ronaldinho, see www.youtube.com/watch?v=6180cMhkWJA.
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ball. They didn’t care how close their opponent came. As Dr.
Miranda summed up, “No time plus no space equals better
skills. Futsal is our national laboratory of  improvisation.”

In other words, Brazilian soccer is different from the rest
of  the world’s because Brazil employs the sporting equivalent
of  a Link trainer. Futsal compresses soccer’s essential skills
into a small box; it places players inside the deep practice
zone, making and correcting errors, constantly generating 
solutions to vivid problems. Players touching the ball 600 
percent more often learn far faster, without realizing it, than
they would in the vast, bouncy expanse of  the outdoor game
(where, at least in my mind, players run along to the sound-
track of  Clarissa tootling away on “The Blue Danube”). 
To be clear: futsal is not the only reason Brazilian soccer is
great. The other factors so often cited—climate, passion, and
poverty—really do matter. But futsal is the lever through
which those other factors transfer their force.

When Simon Clifford saw futsal, he got excited. He re-
turned home, quit his teaching job, and founded the
International Confederation of  Futebol de Salão in a spare room
of  his house, developing a soccer program for elementary-
and high-school-age kids that he called the Brazilian Soccer
School. He constructed an elaborate series of  drills based on
futsal moves. His players, who mostly hailed from a rough,
impoverished area of  Leeds, started imitating the Zicos and
Ronaldinhos. To create the proper ambience, Clifford played
samba music on a boom box.

Let’s step back a moment and take an objective look at
what Clifford was doing. He was running an experiment to
see whether Brazil’s million-footed talent factory could be
grafted to an utterly foreign land via this small, silly game. He
was betting that the act of  playing futsal would cause some
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glowing kernel of  Brazilian magic to take root in sooty, chilly
Leeds.

When the citizens of  Leeds heard of  Clifford’s plan, they
were mildly entertained. When they actually witnessed his
school in action, they were in grave danger of  laughing them-
selves to death at the spectacle: dozens of  pale, pink-cheeked,
thick-necked Yorkshire kids kicking around small, too-heavy
balls, learning fancy tricks to the tune of  samba music. It was
a laugh, except for one detail—Clifford was right.

Four years later Clifford’s team of  under-fourteens de-
feated the Scottish national team of  the same age; it went on to
beat the Irish national team as well. One of  his Leeds kids, a
defender named Micah Richards, now plays for the English
national team. Clifford’s Brazilian Soccer School has expanded
to a dozen countries around the world. More stars, Clifford
says, are on the way.
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How to Breed Talent

Review: Coyle, Daniel (2009). The Talent Code: Greatness isn’t born. It’s grown. Here’s 

how. The Bantam Dell Group (Chapter 1 – The Sweet Spot).

When most of us try to define the concept of talent, we consider it as an inherited trait that 

has been granted to the fortunate individuals that possess it, thanks to some sort of random 

selection process. Daniel Coyle in his essay “The Talent Code” is consistently trying to prove 

that expertise can be achieved in any field by means of intended practice.

The author claims that talent is acquired and not inherited: anyone interested in achieving 

success must step out of the comfort zone to be able to progress. The second main idea that 

stems from his text is that we have to make mistakes to create new skills. And this is how the 

expression “deep practice” is coined:

Deep practice is built on a paradox: struggling in certain targeted ways—

operating at the edges of your ability, where you make mistakes—makes you 

smarter. Or to put it a slightly different way, experiences where you’re forced 

to slow down, make errors, and correct them—as you would if you were

walking up an ice-covered hill, slipping and stumbling as you go—end up 

making you swift and graceful without your realizing it. (p. 18)

Coyle’s approach to the subject was a practical one, as he decided to travel worldwide in 

order to get first hand experiences, paying special attention to the Brazilian football players 

and their training methods based on the “Futsal”, a variant of football played on a smaller 

field and mainly indoors (p. 26).
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His style is rather informal and humorous, as the humble but overachieving places he visited 

are nicknamed “Chicken-wire Harvards” (p.11). Nevertheless, his arguments are supported 

by scientific studies as both Psychology and Statistics seem to prove his point.

Dr Robert Bjork (chair of UCLAS’s Department of Psychology) designed memory & 

learning tests in order to improve the teaching process and his conclusions were very similar 

to Coyle’s arguments: “It’s all about finding the sweet spot,” Bjork said “There’s an optimal 

gap between what you know and what you’re trying to do. When you find that sweet spot

learning takes off.”(p. 19).

Back in 1934, Edwin Link’s flight simulator was based on the same process of trial and error, 

and it significantly improved the pilots’ performance, dropping off the accident rates (p. 20).

Coyle’s statements are coherent and well supported in general. His arguments fit well in 

sportive and physical training environments. Actually, I could recall an early experience 

related to this matter during my teenage years. I enrolled in ballet classes where I met a very 

unusual teacher who was using odd methods like placing sandbags on our backs or make us 

wear weight belts while exercising at the ballet bar. All these practices were aimed at 

improving our performance. It was really tough, but very rewarding at the end as I was 

willing to take a leap forward.

But this raises another question: is it required a strong will to achieve results? Probably it is, 

as the Brazilian “…trifecta of climate, passion, and poverty...” (p.15) might have an impact in 

the players’ success, beyond their “deep training”.

And I would like to point out some shortcomings in his exposition. Bjork’s memory test (p. 

16) didn’t quite work for me as it probably wouldn’t for non-neurotypical types like people in 

the autistic spectrum. I was also surprised to learn that “Futsal” was considered a novelty,
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living in Spain I can confirm it’s been around for a while as I had heard of it thirty years 

ago…

If we dig deeper into the subject, it’s possible to consider that automation of the processes in 

the human society has led to the loss of part of our learning skills as exposed by the 

independent journalist Paul Woodward: “Bedazzled by our ingenuity and its creations, we are 

fast forgetting the value of this quality that can never be implanted in a machine (or a text): 

wisdom.” 

In conclusion, Coyle’s writing is very amusing; I really enjoyed picturing the “Futsal” in 

Leeds part (p.  28). His work points to a new direction, still to be explored, which could have 

an impact both in work training & education. It also suggests that proactive systems let 

students (or trainees) get more engaged in the learning process, resulting in a better 

performance in shorter time.

Word count 716
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Assignment

For this first writing project, I am asking you to write a 600 - 800 word critical review of Daniel Coyle’s

article, “The Sweet Spot." You are likely already somewhat familiar with critical reviews through movie or

book reviews, where a writer summarizes what a movie or book is about (and offers some details), but also

conveys what the uses and limitations are. For this project, I am asking you to do the following:

summarize his project in his terms (use and cite his terms, ideas, and evidence to convey his

arguments)

quote and analyze key words and passages from the text; and

assess the uses and limits of his argument.

Although you are sharing your assessment of Coyle’s argument, resist praising or criticizing Coyle’s

argument in sweeping ways. Rather, assess the uses and limits of his argument and/or approach. For

instance, instead of writing, “Coyle writes a great article” or “Coyle writes a terrible article,” this assignment

asks you to consider which aspects of his article are useful (Coyle’s ideas about practice seem especially

relevant for …) and which aspects of his article might be limited (However, Coyle’s ideas about practice do

not seem applicable in the case of …). For more insight into how to accomplish an effective critical review,

see the sample critical reviews posted under Readings and Resources. You can use these as models for

your critical review. 

Questions to Help You

Consider the following questions as you develop your critical review:

What is Coyle’s main argument/claim?

What evidence does he draw on?

Does Coyle have any sub-claims (smaller arguments)?

What are his aims?

What methods does he use in developing his project?

What are the key terms, phrases, and sentences in his argument?

What is the context/occasion for his argument?

What are the potential uses of his argument?

What are some possible limitations of his argument?  

What questions does he raise? What questions does the text raise for you?  

Integrating Evidence and Citing the Evidence

Integrate evidence into your critical review by effectively incorporating quotes and paraphrases using the

methods described in the video, “Integrating Evidence.” Refer to OWL

(https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/) (Purdue Online Writing Lab) for specifics on the school of citation you

are choosing to write within. You should choose a school of citation with which you would like to gain more

familiarity and/or that seems most relevant for your future pursuits. Include a “Works Cited” or

“References” page at the end of your work listing Coyle’s article (if you use any other texts, which you do

not have to, cite those as well).

Grading Criteria

An excellent project will meet the following criteria, showing that you can:

summarize Coyle’s project in his terms

effectively use Coyle’s text to support and develop your own argument

effectively integrate evidence in the form of quotes and paraphrases

employ scholarly conventions for citing sources, including in-text citations and works cited page

recognize the uses and limits of Coyle’s argument

organize your review clearly

revise deeply as well as edit carefully

include an effective title

Submit your paper here. Attaching a PDF is preferred because citation requires that you format the

document according to specific guidelines, with a page header and with double spacing. If it is not

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/


possible for you to attach a PDF, you can type or paste text directly in the editor box. 

Creating a PDF

A PDF is a file format that converts many kinds of documents (like MS Word or PowerPoint) to a universal

format that is easy to print and read. To create and read .pdf files, you need to have Adobe Acrobat

Reader installed on your computer. It is a free download -- http://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/

(http://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/) There are many ways to write your paper and create a PDF.

Two suggestions: 1. You can save a Word file as a PDF. When you are ready to submit your paper, go to

File, Save As and use the Format drop-down menu to choose PDF. 2. If you write a Google Doc, you can

go to File, Download As and use the drop-down menu to choose PDF.

Using the editor box

If you choose to use the editor box, the easiest method is to write your project in a Google Doc, since you

can copy and paste successfully. If you use a word processing program like MS Word to write initially, you

should save the file as a web page (.htm) instead of Word to make sure you copy and paste into the

editor box successfully. Another alternative is to copy and paste the text from Word into either TextExit

(Mac) or NotePad (PC) first. This will strip the Word formatting and allow you to then copy and paste into

the editor box. 

How to Breed Talent (https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-

6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-4/d81afdc0d3d111e3aff7556cff3b4619.pdf)
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Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Is Project One Draft a complete Draft? A complete draft does not need to be perfect,

and it can have errors, but it should be almost meeting the length requirement and

should be readable enough that as a reader you have enough material to work with

that you can provide feedback about how to improve it. For more information about

what a draft is, please see Video 02_02.

Score from your peers: 1

Note to Readers: My Queries

What specific questions or concerns would you like your readers to address regarding your draft? Would

you like them to look at a specific passage? Would you especially like feedback about a certain aspect of

your writing or argument? Were you stuck with any portions of the draft that you would like feedback on?

To my peers,

Please let me know if I covered all the points and what you think about my style. Thanks!
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Evaluation/feedback on the above work

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Respond to the author's "Note to Readers: My Queries"

peer 1 → Yes, you covered all the points and questions about deep thought as

well. My only suggestion is that you include the title of your review (How to Breed

Talent) in the head of the work. I think you write well with a very personal voice,

however since English is a second language for me I do not feel qualified to judge

style - it seems great and cohesive as far as I can tell.

peer 2 → Dear fellow writer, I feel that you have covered all the points. Regarding

your writing style, I would remark that your composition is well-planned and very

organized. It has a great flow-that is, the points in one paragraph can be related to

the paragraph that follows. I had great fun reading it.

Overall evaluation/feedback

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Where in the essay does the author show summary and understanding of Coyle's chapter?

Is that sufficient to convey Coyle's main argument to readers who may not have read Coyle?

peer 1 → The author of this essay show summary and understanding of Coyle`s chapter

through the first four or five paragraphs of the essay and it is sufficient to describe Coyle

´s point of view to writers new to the subject.

peer 2 → The author showed the summary in the second paragraph. I find that it is

sufficient to convey Coyle's main arguments.

Where does the author demonstrate understanding of key definitions of Coyle's text, such as

"deep practice," "scaffolding," or "chicken wire Harvards"?

peer 1 → The author does demonstrate good understanding of the phases`key

definitions but does not mention every single one of them ( and I do not think this is

necessary, imho).

peer 2 → The author demonstrated her understanding of the term 'deep practice' in the

second and the eighth paragraph. However, the other two terms stated in this question is

not explained in the author's writing.

Where does the author go beyond summary of the text to pose a question about Coyle's



text, raise a limitation about Coyle's argument, or make some other point about Coyle's

article?

peer 1 → As the author exposes Coyle´s points of view, also adds interesting

commentary and opinion,

peer 2 → The author posed a question in the eighth paragraph and raised a limitation in

the ninth paragraph.

Summarize in a sentence or two what the writer is arguing, if you can. If you cannot, say what

the writer might do to make the argument more clear.

peer 1 → The writer argues that in spite of Coyle´s concepts and examples there are

some shortcomings, and some of the evidence provided by Coyle is not very solid.

peer 2 → The writer argued that technology created to help in human's work tasks

reduces the chances of learning new skills.

What evidence does the writer draw on to support or explicate his or her argument? Has the

writer effectively integrated and cited quotes or evidence? If not, say what the writer might do

to integrate and cite quotes or evidence more effectively.

peer 1 → The author supports his/her opinions by pointing out his/her own experience in

ballet practice and some flaws in Coyle´s argument as well such as the words lists test,

which can be very individualistic and the Futsal soccer training, which, I agree (being

Brazilian myself) it is nothing new.

peer 2 → The writer provided a quote by journalist Paul Woodward.

Do you see unconventional features in the writing (spelling, sentence structure, vocabulary,

and so on) that interfere with reading? Identify in particular one of these features so the

writer can focus on it for his or her revision.

peer 1 → It is a well written text and a pleasure to read it.

peer 2 → No, there are no unconventional features in the writing that interfered with my

reading.

What did you like best about this essay?

peer 1 → I liked best the organization and clear point of view.

peer 2 → I like how the writer wrote this piece of essay in an orderly manner. The author

provided ample of examples from Coyle's chapter to further clarify the main arguments

Coyle made. The writer also presented this essay in such a way that all the points are



shown clearly and I believe that anyone who have not read Coyle's chapter will

understand the gist of it after reading this essay.

What did you learn about your own writing / your own project based on responding to this

writer's project?

peer 1 → I learned about my own writing that, like this author, I should strive to organize

my ideas in a clearer fashion.

peer 2 → I have learned that there are various aspects of my writing that could be

improved.
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Assignment 1 final (https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-

6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-5/2dceac60deab11e3ad357be1691e9626.pdf)

Overall evaluation/feedback

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Using the grading criteria above, you will be scoring your classmates' project on a 6-point

scale in order to help them improve as writers for subsequent writing occasions. Think of the

6-point scale as two halves: 

a top half of 4,5, or 6 representing different levels of successful projects and

a lower half of 1,2, or 3 representing different levels of unsuccessful projects.

You can think of a paper scoring of 5 as the center of success and one scoring 2 as the

center score of a lack of a success, with the other scores as a minus or plus. Thus a score of

4 is successful, but marginally so, a kind of 5-. A score of 6 is exceptionally successful, a

kind of 5+. 

Your score will be combined with three other peer scores to obtain a grade for the writer's

project. 

Score of 6: This project will meet all criteria and goals for Project 1 and be very clear and

well written.  It need not be perfect but it will be well reasoned, show a deep understanding of

the Coyle article and a compelling discussion of the uses and limits of Coyle’s argument.

Evidence is integrated effectively, and the title is strong. Citations are mostly correct. 

Score of 5: This project will meet all criteria and goals for unit 1 and be clear and

competently written. It may have occasional minor flaws. It not only summarizes and

understands Coyle’s article, but offers an organized argument about the uses and/or limits of

his argument. Evidence is integrated effectively, and the title is strong. Citations are mostly

correct.

Score of 4: This project summarizes Coyle’s article in an organized way, but it does not

address the uses and limits of his argument. It has few unconventional features written

English, such as vocabulary, sentence construction, etc., but these do not for the most part

interfere with the communication of the writer's ideas. It is for the most part clearly written.

Evidence is integrated effectively some of the time. Citations are present and mostly correct.

The title is somewhat effective. 

Score of 3:  This project show only a superficial understanding of Coyle’s article and limited

summary of it.  It may have some unconventional features of written English, such as

vocabulary, sentence construction, etc., that interfere with the communication of the writer's

ideas. It offers little by way of argument. Evidence is only occasionally integrated effectively,

and/or not much evidence is used. Citations are often incorrect. The title is largely

ineffective. 

Score of 2:  This project pays little attention to Coyle’s article or shows little understanding

of it.  It may also contain some unconventional features such as vocabulary, sentence

construction, or other features that interfere with the communication of the writer’s ideas. It

offers little by way of argument. Evidence is for the most part not integrated effectively,

https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-5/2dceac60deab11e3ad357be1691e9626.pdf


and/or very little evidence is used. Citations are mostly incorrect or absent. The title is

ineffective. 

Score of 1:  This project has misunderstood the nature of the assignment or the meaning of

Coyle’s article and presents many unconventional features of written English, such as

vocabulary, sentence construction, or other features that interfere with the communication of

the writer's ideas. Evidence is not integrated effectively, and/or no evidence is used.

Citations are incorrect or absent. The title is absent or ineffective. 

Score from your peers: 6

What overall comments do you have for the writer as he or she moves on to Project 2?

peer 1 → well written and argued

peer 2 → Good review.

peer 3 → you are successful in conveying your message's.. :)

What did you learn about your own writing based on reading and evaluating this writer's

project?

peer 1 → how to organise the review

peer 2 → I should elaborate my review more and add further details.

peer 3 → a lot!
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Graceful Tree Overlooking the Valley 

The image above depicts a young woman practising yoga in a natural space.  It’s 

focused on the woman’s silhouette and the hill she’s standing on. The background is slightly 

blurred although it’s possible to distinguish some mountains and a deep valley.  
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The central focus is framed by the pale blue (almost white) sky and the distant 

greenish hills, making organic shapes predominant. I can imagine the landscape extending 

farther out of the picture. 

The outstanding objects in the image (apart from the subject herself, who is the 

darkest value) are the dry soil and some scarce plants growing among the grey stones. The 

woman’s figure shade is projected onto the ground.  In front of her, I can see the contours of 

the surrounding hills and the skyline gradually fading out, giving the setting a dreamy 

appearance.  

The only human figure is the yogini dressed in a casual outfit. She’s standing in the 

yoga tree position, which is achieved by lifting one leg and placing the foot on the opposite 

thigh while stretching the arms over the head and bringing the palms together. She’s located 

in the left side of the image, making the balance of the scene asymmetrical. 

The photo was taken in the Mahabaleshwar (India), it’s very likely Arthur’s Seat 

(1340 meters high). Arthur’s point got its name after Sir Arthur Mallet.  It is said he sat and 

gazed at the Savitri River, where he had lost his wife and children in a tragic ferry accident.  

Mahabaleshwar is the source of the Krishna River that flows across Maharashtra, 

Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. The legendary source of the river is a spout from the mouth 

of a statue of a cow in the ancient temple of Mahadev in Old Mahabaleshwar. There’s a 

legend proclaiming that Krishna is Lord Vishnu himself as a result of a curse on the Trimurti 

(three forms of God) by Savitri. Also, its tributaries Venna and Koyana are said to be Lord 

Shiva and Lord Brahma themselves. An interesting thing to notice is that 4 other rivers come 

out from the cow's mouth apart from Krishna and they all travel some distance before 

merging into Krishna. These rivers are the Koyna, Venna (Veni), Savitri, and Gayatri. 
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Today, Mahabaleshwar is a popular holiday resort and honeymoon spot, and an 

important pilgrimage site for Hindus. 

The lady in the picture is Amy Dadachanji, a medical herbalist and passionate yoga 

instructor settled in Frampton on Severn (Gloucestershire, England). 

As a yoga practitioner myself, I was instantly drawn to this image. It’s powerful and a 

good metaphor of the yoga path.  

The tree position (Vrksasana) is a very important pose of the yoga practice; even very 

advanced yogis and yoginis choose it as the only asana (body position) to be practiced once 

they achieve mastery.  In this case, the portrayed subject is secure, her balance is perfect. 

However, this image raises some primary questions like: Why yoga? What’s the 

purpose of this practice? This was the same type of enquiry made by Nick Rosen, the 

protagonist of the documentary Enlighten Up! who embarked on a six-month quest (from 

U.S.A. to India) in order to find out what yoga is about. Ironically, the more engaged he got 

in the different practices (some of them not even close to the original concept) the more 

confused and frustrated he became. Only when he acknowledged that yoga is aimed at one’s 

self-discovery by leaving aside both dogmas and misconceptions, the emotional opening 

occurred, shifting his state of mind as well.  

This point of view is reinforced by Amy that states:  

I teach Hatha yoga with emphasis on relaxation. From experience I have learnt 

that one can strengthen the body and mind through relaxation, as opposed to 

aggressive activation (pushing oneself). In my classes, students relax into the 

posture and breathe through the posture. This is not to say yoga is a doddle! 
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Finding one’s own balance between inactivation and over-activation is a fine 

art.  

Getting back to the image, I found interesting the fact that she’s not looking towards 

the observer, but showing her back while she confronts the impressive views. This is a very 

effective way to transmit the idea that her ego has been dismissed; now she’s part of the 

nature (the dark green clothes seem to merge with the landscape) and therefore, one with the 

universe.  

Yoga is an intimate journey; this compelling image reinforces this concept as she 

stands alone. 

Word count: 740 
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url=https%3A%2F%2Fclass.coursera.org%2Fcomposition-

002%2Fhuman_grading%2Fview%2Fcourses%2F971749%2Fassessments%2F7%2Fresults%2Fmine)

Peer Assessments (https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/)

/ Project 2 Draft: Analyzing a Visual Image

You can share your submission with your classmates with this link: https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/7/submissions/5115

Your effective grade is 1

Your unadjusted grade is 1, which is simply the grade you received from your peers.

See below for details.

Analysis of a Visual Image Depicting Expertise  Purpose

Learn how to read images critically, develop an argument, integrate evidence, and engage with the work

of others. Continue considering hypotheses about how people become "experts" in their chosen pursuits.

Begin to investigate in your chosen area.

Assignment

 For this second writing project, build on your work in Project 1 by writing a 600-800 word analysis of a

visual image depicting expertise in your chosen area. For the purposes of this assignment, “analysis”

means to 1. Examine closely the component parts of the image (details, objects, etc.) 2. Think about how

these details intersect with, modify, extend and contradict one another; and 3. Use these details and their

connections to draw conclusions about how this image depicts expertise: According to the image you

select, what does expertise look like? How does the image define expertise? Does the image suggest

anything about how one becomes an expert? According to the image, what does or does not constitute

expertise in the area/field with which you are working? 

This project involves the following steps:

Select a visual image depicting your selected area of expertise

Analyze that image, noticing details such as the frame, the objects, the people, the context, the areas

of focus, and any other important aspects.

Submission Phase

1. Do assignment   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/7/submissions)

Evaluation Phase

2. Evaluate peers   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/7/peerGradingSets)

Results Phase

3. See results   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/7/results/mine)

http://help.coursera.org/customer/widget/emails/new
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Use your analysis of this image to make an argument about what expertise does or does not look like,

how it is achieved, how it is being defined, and/or how the image supports, extends, contradicts, or

modifies ideas about what constitutes expertise.

For more insight into how to accomplish an effective analysis of a visual image, see the samples under

"Readings & Resources". You can use these as models for your Project 2.

Readers

Your readers will be interested in questions about expertise, but are perhaps unfamiliar expertise in your

chosen area and may not have seen the image you are analyzing.

How to Select an Image

View Video 04_04 and choose an area of expertise (a hobby, discipline, career, talent, field, etc.) that you

would like to use as the line of inquiry for Writing Projects 2, 3, and 4. Our "Readings & Resources" page

offers URLs for several sources where you can go to search for an image depicting someone or

something related to your chosen area of expertise. Try to find an image that will offer you the opportunity

to analyze thoroughly and/or make a compelling argument about expertise in your chosen area. If you

choose an image and spend time trying to analyze it but cannot come up with anything interesting to say

about it, either try harder or select a more generative image.

Questions to Help You

Consider the following questions as you develop your Analysis of an Image:

What does the image depict?

What are the areas of focus in the image? (What is in the foreground, background, etc.)

How is the image framed? What do you imagine exists outside of that frame?

What objects do you see in the image?

What people do you see in the image?

What can you learn about the context of the image (time, date, location, other details)?

Based on the image, how is expertise being defined?

Based on the image, what does expertise look like?

How might this image reinforce, challenge, or otherwise modify ideas about what constitutes expertise?

How might this image raise new questions or ideas about expertise?

What questions does the image raise for you?

Integrating and Citing Evidence

Integrate evidence into your essay by describing the image carefully and referring to specific aspects of

the image. Strategies for effectively incorporating quotes and paraphrases are described in the video,

“Integrating Evidence.” Refer to OWL for specifics on the school of citation you are choosing to write

within. You should choose a school of citation with which you would like to gain more familiarity and/or that

seems most relevant for your future pursuits. Include a “Works Cited” or “References” page at the end of

your work listing the citation for the image you have chosen. If possible, paste the image directly into your

paper (with citation information). If that is not possible, provide the web address for the image so your

classmates can visit that web address while providing you feedback. (If you use any other texts, which you

do not have to, cite those as well).

Grading Criteria

An excellent project will meet the following criteria, showing that you can:

analyze the image thoroughly

effectively use the image to support and develop your own argument

effectively integrate evidence in the form of details about the image, quotes and paraphrases

employ scholarly conventions for citing sources, including in-text citations and works cited page

organize your essay clearly

develop paragraphs that achieve paragraph unity

revise deeply as well as edit carefully

include an effective title

What file format should I use?

Attaching a PDF is preferred because citation requires that you format the document according to specific

guidelines. If it is not possible for you to attach a PDF, you can type or paste text directly in the editor box.



Creating a PDF

A PDF is a file format that converts many kinds of documents (like MS Word or PowerPoint) to a universal

format that is easy to print and read. To create and read .pdf files, you need to have Adobe Acrobat

Reader installed on your computer. It is a free download -- http://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/

(http://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/) Here are two suggestions for writing your paper and creating

a PDF. 1. You can save a Word file created in newer versions of the program as a PDF. When you are

ready to submit your paper, go to File, Save As and use the Format drop-down menu to choose PDF. 2. If

you write a Google Doc, you can go to File, Download As and use the drop-down menu to choose PDF.

Using the editor box

If you choose to use the editor box, the easiest method is to write your project in a Google Doc, since you

can copy and paste successfully. If you use a word processing program like MS Word to write initially, you

should save the file as a web page (.htm) instead of Word to make sure you copy and paste into the editor

box successfully. Another alternative is to copy and paste the text from Word into either TextExit (Mac) or

NotePad (PC) first. This will strip the Word formatting and allow you to copy and paste into the editor box.

How do I insert an image into my project?

You will need to save the image file as a .jpeg or .png and either insert it into your document before you

create a .pdf or upload it into the editor box. For instructions on how to insert images in MS Word or a

Google Doc, please refer to the Help files for those programs. In Coursera, when you upload a .jpeg or

.png file, it will insert it directly into the editor box. Be sure to list the source of the image. You may click

below the image in the editor box to then enter text.

How do I download an image from the Internet?

If you are searching creative commons images, you will often be able to find a download option. On other

web sites, you may be able to left-click on the image and "Save the Image as" a .jpeg or .png. If you

cannot download the image or it is copyright protected, it is acceptable to include a web address for the

readers instead.

Please either upload your .pdf and/or image file here or type the text and add the image into the editor

box. Please refer to the instructions above if you are having difficulty uploading a PDF or inserting an

image.

Assignment 2 draf (https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-

6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-7/3c02e830e4d411e3b752ef025cc20971.pdf)

Note to Readers: My Queries 

What specific questions or concerns would you like your readers to address regarding your draft? Would

you like them to look at a specific passage? Would you especially like feedback about a certain aspect of

your writing or argument? Were you stuck with any portions of the draft that you would like feedback on?

To my peers:

Please let me know if the description is accurate and the text is properly arranged. Thanks!

http://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-7/3c02e830e4d411e3b752ef025cc20971.pdf


Evaluation/feedback on the above work

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Responses to the student's queries.

peer 1 → It seems to be well enough organised and accurate with regard to the

citations.

peer 2 → Great description, very accurate, the text is properly arranged, and the

picture is beautiful (I like yoga very much as well).

peer 3 → I am not an English native speaker, but I didn't notice any flashy error.

The text is detailed and properly arranged.

Overall evaluation/feedback

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Is this Project 2 Draft a complete draft? A complete draft does not need to be perfect, and it

can have errors, but it should be almost meeting the length requirement and should be

readable enough that as a reader you have enough material to work with that you can

provide feedback about how to improve it. For more information about what a draft is, please

see Video 02_03 

Score from your peers: 1

Where does the writer describe the image? Is that description sufficient to convey the

important features of the image to readers who may not see the image or have time to

examine it thoroughly?

peer 1 → In the opening sections. That which is described, is clearly evident.

peer 2 → The author describes the picture at the beginning of the essay.

peer 3 → The writer describes the image from the first to the fourth paragraph and it's

enough for someone who didn't see the image to understand the image and its details.

Where does the writer analyze the image? Is that sufficient to convey the important aspects

of the image to readers who may not see the image or have time to examine it thoroughly?

peer 1 → In the opening sections. The key features are adequately described.



peer 2 → The analysis is mixed with the description for me.

peer 3 → The writer analyzes the image throughout the development of the text, with

many details, guidelines and geographical history.

Where does the writer use analysis to pose a question about the image or about expertise,

or to show how the image supports, extends, contradicts, or modifies ideas about expertise?

peer 1 → I can't say that I noticed any.

peer 2 → There is no question actually, but there is expertise. The author tells the

reader anedotes about the landscape, and explains the indians beliefs and gods. He

reveals the identity of the woman on the picture. These explainations are at the end of

the essay.

peer 3 → The writer explains about the tree position and how it shows expertise in yoga.

Summarize in a sentence or two what the writer is arguing, if you can. If you cannot, say what

the writer might do to make the argument more clear. Which of the criteria for effective claims

does this argument meet (see Video 05_02)?

peer 1 → No argument per se, was evident.

peer 2 → The writer is arguing that the place where a woman is doing the yoga tree

position, is very special for indian people.

peer 3 → As the writer said, "Yoga is an intimate journey". She reinforced that the

woman in the picture is "part of the nature", which is one of the yoga concepts.

What evidence does the writer draw on for his or her argument? Has the writer effectively

integrated and cited evidence, including the image and any other quotes or references? If

not, say what the writer might do to integrate and cite the image, quotes, or evidence more

effectively.

peer 1 → None.

peer 2 → There is a lot of anecdotes and explanations, which make the essay

instructive. There is something on the picture which attracts my attention and that the

author doesn't talk about is the danger in the woman situation: indeed, she stands on one

foot, at the edge of a ridge, hundreds of meters high. What if she loses balance ? So, the

author could argue about the power of yoga, the mental and physical force it brings to the

yogini, and so on...

peer 3 → The writer didn't use quotes, but did use Wikipedia as reference. I think it was

enough and clear.

Has the writer organized the paper effectively in terms of paragraph order and paragraph



unity? If not, what changes would you suggest for more effective organization?

peer 1 → It was well enough organised.

peer 2 → Yes, the paper is well-organized.

peer 3 → Yes. The writer has the paper organized.

Are there so many unconventional features in the writing (spelling, sentence structure,

vocabulary, and so on) that you found them interfering with your reading? If so, identify in

particular one of these features so the writer can focus on it for his or her revision.

peer 1 → It was perfectly satisfactory English.

peer 2 → No, the english, syntaxis and vocabulary are perfect.

peer 3 → As I said above, I am not an English native speaker. Considering the

knowledge I have the text is clear, organized and inspiring.

What did you like best about this essay?

peer 1 → It was historically informative, if not especially relevant, and was well within the

word limit.

peer 2 → I liked the way the author described the picture, it was very accurate, and the

words and expressions very appropriate.

peer 3 → I felt drawn to this image, as the writer said and I feel as if she really enjoyed

writing about this subject. In the same way, I enjoyed reading about it and I'm probably

going to read more.

What did you learn about your own writing/your own project based on responding to this

writer’s essay?

peer 1 → I think that my submission, more accurately adhered to the brief, for this

project.

peer 2 → The importance of using accurate words in a description.

peer 3 → It's important write about something you like. It makes the writing enjoyable and

relaxing.
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Peer Assessments (https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/)

/ Project 2 Final: Analyzing a Visual Image

You can share your submission with your classmates with this link: https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/8/submissions/5845

Your effective grade is 5.5

Your unadjusted grade is 5.5, which is simply the grade you received from your peers.

See below for details.

Analysis of a Visual Image Depicting Expertise  Grading Criteria

An excellent project will meet the following criteria, showing that you can:

analyze the image thoroughly

effectively use the image to support and develop your own argument

effectively integrate evidence in the form of details about the image, quotes and paraphrases

employ scholarly conventions for citing sources, including in-text citations and works cited page

organize your essay clearly

develop paragraphs that achieve paragraph unity

revise deeply as well as edit carefully

include an effective title

Please either upload your .pdf and/or image file here or type the text and add the image into the editor

box. For more information about working with PDFs or images, please visit the Frequently Asked

Questions page.

Submission Phase

1. Do assignment   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/8/submissions)

Evaluation Phase

2. Evaluate peers   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/8/peerGradingSets)

Results Phase

3. See results   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/8/results/mine)

http://help.coursera.org/customer/widget/emails/new
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Assignment 2 final (https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-

6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-8/db70fac0ef5511e3a792f127ffa0336c.pdf)

Overall evaluation/feedback

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Using the grading criteria above, you will be scoring your classmates' project on a 6-point

scale in order to help them improve as writers for subsequent writing occasions. Think of the

6-point scale as two halves:

a top half of 4,5, or 6 representing different levels of successful projects and

a lower half of 1,2, or 3 representing different levels of unsuccessful projects.

You can think of a paper scoring of 5 as the center of success and one scoring 2 as the

center score of a lack of a success, with the other scores as a minus or plus. Thus a score of

4 is successful, but marginally so, a kind of 5-. A score of 6 is exceptionally successful, a

kind of 5+.

Score of 6: This project will meet all criteria and goals for Project 2 and be very clear and

well 

written. It need not be perfect but it will be well reasoned, show a deep understanding of the

image 

and a compelling discussion of how the image defines expertise and/or how it reflects,

contrast, or 

modifies ideas about what constitutes expertise, what expertise looks like, and/or how it is

achieved. 

Evidence is integrated effectively, and the title is strong. Citations are mostly correct.  

 

Score of 5: This project will meet all criteria and goals for unit 2 and be clear and

competently 

written. This project not only describes the image, but also analyzes it and uses it to make an

argument 

about how expertise is defined and what expertise looks like. Paragraphs are unified and the

paper is 

organized clearly. Evidence is integrated effectively, and the title is strong. Citations are

mostly 

correct.  

 

Score of 4: This project describes the image in an organized way, but it does not analyze

the image 

or use it to make an argument about how expertise is defined and what expertise looks like. It

may 

have a few unconventional features of written English, such as vocabulary, sentence

construction, etc., 

but these do not for the most part interfere with the communication of the writer's ideas. It is

for the 

most part clearly written. Paragraphs are mostly organized clearly and unified. Evidence is

integrated 

effectively some of the time. Citations are present and mostly correct. The title is somewhat

https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-8/db70fac0ef5511e3a792f127ffa0336c.pdf


effective.  

 

Score of 3: This project shows only a superficial understanding of the image and limited

description 

of it. It offers very little by way of argument. It may also contain some unconventional features

of 

written English, such as vocabulary, sentence construction, etc., that interfere with the

communication 

of the writer's ideas. It offers little by way of argument. Evidence is only occasionally

integrated 

effectively, and/or not much evidence is used. Citations are often incorrect. The title may be 

ineffective.  

 

Score of 2:  This project pays little attention to the image or shows little understanding of it.

 It may 

also contain some unconventional features such as vocabulary, sentence construction, or

other 

features that interfere with the communication of the writer’s ideas. The essay is not

organized clearly, 

and the paragraphs often are not unified. Evidence is for the most part not integrated

effectively, 

and/or very little evidence is used. Citations are mostly incorrect or absent. The title is

ineffective.  

 

Score of 1:  This project has misunderstood the nature of the assignment or the meaning of

the image 

and presents many unconventional features of written English, such as vocabulary,

sentence 

construction, or other features that interfere with the communication of the writer's ideas.

Evidence is 

not integrated effectively, and/or no evidence is used. Citations are incorrect or absent. The

title may 

be absent or ineffective.

Score from your peers: 5.5

What overall comments do you have for the writer as he or she moves on to Project 3?

peer 1 → This project meet all criteria and goals for Project 2 and is very clear and well

written. From my point of view, it is practically perfect and well reasoned as well. It shows

a deep understanding of the image and defines expertise over the subject. Evidence is

integrated effectively, the title is strong and citations are totally correct.

peer 2 → there is sometimes a shift in thought and the theme of "expertise" hasn't been

treated effectively with a link to Doyle's deep practice. The image doesn't really SHOW

the expertise, maybe you should have chosen a more appropriate image to help you

transit to the theme because for me the image isn't powerful enough for the theme of

expertise though the person you mention is!

peer 3 → Excellent!

peer 4 → Very good project..Enjoyed reading it and the author also enlightened me on a

new topic..



What did you learn about your own writing based on reading and evaluating this writer's

project?

peer 1 → A lot, I would have made my writing completely different if I would have read

this piece of work before. The writer oozes talent out of her skin pores! Olé!

peer 2 → relevance: one should carefully think before choosing an image relating to a

theme without being carried away by personal taste.

peer 3 → The world is full of interesting people and topics to write about and share.

peer 4 → Evidences need to be integrated..
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Carmen Amaya: from Tradition to Modernity in Flamenco Dance 

 

Being a resident in Spain for many years has led me to takethe numerous forms of art 

present in this unique country for granted. 

Two weeks ago, I attended a local presentation where the pupils of a small dance 

academy (from pre-schoolers to senior ladies) performed proudly in front of the attendants. 

After the show, I kept of thinking about the performance, wondering what the quality 

inFlamenco dance was that made it so appealing to everyone.And the only argument I‗ve 

been able to consider is conceiving Flamenco as a universal language that goes beyond the art 

concept itself.  

At present, Flamenco dance together with its other manifestations (singing and 

playing) are exploring new directions. The most conservative artists and experts are shaking 

their heads in disapproval; however this has been an on-going process since 1920‘s, now 

speeding up thanks to the globalization phenomenon. 

As matter of fact, Flamenco has been going through different stages since it was born. 

Although it has been commonly defined as a ―form of song, dance, and instrumental 

(mostly guitar) music commonly associated with the Andalusian Roma (Gypsies) of southern 

Spain.‖ (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2014), the most adequate expression to convey would be 

―a form of life‖. 
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Flamenco is the music of Andalusia, or Al Andaluz, as it was called 

during the Moorish occupation (711–1492). It has its origins in Indian, Arabic, 

and indigenous cultures, and is frequently associated with the Spanish gypsies, 

although it is not limited to them. At the core of the particular flamenco 

Iexperienced, as practiced by the gitanos [Romanies] of WesternAndalusia, 

lies el cante jondo or ―deep song.‖ …….. ―The words (letras) are like haiku—

traditional verse to be interpretedby the singer (cantaor) and accompanied by 

guitaror often by rhythm alone. Like folk music the world over, the songs 

typically address eternal themes suchas love, pain, loneliness, and death. 

Although now a commercially viable world-music genre, flamenco is still 

performed mostly in intimate gatherings of family and friends. It is a shared 

experience,drawing its energy from the group as well as the artists themselves. 

But it is more than just a musical experience. It is a way of life. (Kahn2009) 

Nowadays, the Flamenco dance conceptseems too broad to establish any definitions. 

By studying Carmen Amaya‘s case, I was hoping to get a more personal view on the subject 

as she‘s one of their greatest exponents of this art in the 20th century. 

Let‘s start by giving some context in order to appreciate how challenging Amaya was 

to the established rules at the time. 

She was born on 2 November 1918 in Somorrostro, near Barcelona (the second of six 

surviving children).Her family was very poor andshe learned flamenco at very early age from 

them first, and from other famous dancers later on (Madridejos 2010). 
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In 1929 Carmen debuted in Paris, performing at the Music-Hall Palace. Back in Spain 

she was also acclaimed in Madrid. After that, it was decided that the whole company would 

travel to South America, Mexico and finally they moved to the United States in 1936 

(Madridejos Mora and Merinero Pérez 2013). 

As an internationally acclaimed star, Amaya visited the White House twice: under 

President Franklin Roosevelt in 1944 and she was also invited by President Harry S. Truman 

in 1953. 

Her form of dance was unique, revolutionary and her legacy continues to be relevant 

today: ―A way of dancing that depends on rhythm and strength, intensity and power. A form 

of expression that was a break from the gentle sweetness that had characterized flamenco 

dance until that point‖(Zatania 2013). 

 

Carmen Amaya has become a key figure as she‘s respected both by ―the old school‖ 

and the new generations, who are more interested in innovation. 

In fact, she brought about dramatic changes in women‘s (and men‘s dance): dancing 

in masculine style and outfit, playing castanets (very unusual for the Roma people) but 

nobody was shocked as she could pull anything off due to her enormous amount of talent. 

Sara Lezana, a dancer from Madrid shares this view: ―…no one ever had such an 

impact on me as Carmen Amaya. She didn‘t really leave a school, but she created and 

revolutionized the whole concept of dance‖(Zatania 2013). 

Intrigued by the Flamenco Culture, the film maker Tao Ruspoli decided to record his 

experiences as a student and Flamenco aficionado in Seville, which resulted in a 

documentary, ―Flamenco: A Personal Journey‖ that was shot in a relaxed fashion, where the 
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different generations alternatively clash and come together, while discussing the present and 

prospective future of Flamenco Art. 

At some point in the film, a controversial question is raised: is Flamenco already 

dead? (This has been affirmed by the elders in different occasions).The youngsters disagree: 

they believe it will (somehow) live forever.  

However, some respected figures disliked the direction Flamenco washeading to. The 

late guitarist Paco de Lucía, an internationally known figure, expressed: 

―There are things in flamenco that serve a purpose; respect for the 

elders, for example, strikes me as very positive; today‘s society casts old 

people into elephant graveyards. In our culture, in that culture, the old person 

is the patriarch until the end. There are other norms that one lives by quite 

naturally, without realizing it‖ (Zern 2014). 

This point of view also applies to the traditional dance performance that relies more 

on the maturity and experience of the dancer and less on the youth and strength. 

In spite of this last statement, Carmen Amaya met success at an early age due to the 

blend of innate talent, dedication and devotion to art (to the extreme of total surrender). 

And she was able to conjure up the duende(spirit or more precisely,daimon) every 

time. In her own words: ―give every little bit on stage, don‘t hold anything back, throw 

yourself into what you do‖(Zatania 2013). 

Nowadays, contemporary/ avant-garde Flamenco artists are exploring new ways to 

keep the spirit alive, like the Seville born dancer and choreographer Israel Galván and the 

bailaora Rafaela Carrasco, who have stripped Flamenco off from excessive adornments, 

letting the purest core to show. 
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Nonetheless, it‘s important to know and respect the wisdom from the past, as very 

clearly stated by the younger generation of flamencos in Ruspoli‘s film, who despise the 

overhyped marketing some famousdancers have chosen; they propose a more humble attitude 

instead. (Ruspoli 2005) 

I can appreciate the different points of view regarded. We can‘t get stuck in the past 

and this is also true for Flamenco artists.  

On one hand, I understand the older generation that considers Flamenco has been 

somehow corrupted, but the way of life that sustained their most respected traditions is 

definitely gone. On the other hand, the external influences have been proved to be of value by 

connecting it to new sources: Flamenco‘s essence shares similarities with other cultures that 

rely on the body language as a form of expression. This is especially remarkable in the case 

of Japanese Butoh: ―…nonverbal modes of remembering and knowing…‖ (Sakamoto 2012). 

The companies that have decided to follow this path are more appreciated outside 

Spain, where the weight of traditions is not so heavy. Both the company ―Cruceta Flamenco‖ 

and the choreographer Rosario Ancer are good exponents of this tendency (Montague 2006). 

Just as a final reflection, I would like to emphasize that dance is a complex art that 

relies completely on the performer. Only with the right dose of passion, commitment and 

confidence the dancer will become successful. 

Carmen Amaya devoted her life to Flamenco dance, beyond any limits (humble 

origins, ill health, family burdens….). Dancing was her one and only passion. She was gifted 

with a natural talent, but only through commitment and work this talent blossomed and was 

shared with the world. 

Word count: 1300 
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Carmen Amaya: from Tradition to Modernity in Flamenco Dance

 

I’ve been a resident in Spain for so many years that I’ve taken the numerous forms of art present in

this unique country for granted.

Last week, I attended a local presentation where the alumni of a small dance academy (from toddlers

to senior ladies) performed proudly in front of the attendants. After the show, I kept of thinking about

the performance, wondering what makes Flamenco dance so attractive, even irresistible to so many

audiences.

And the only answer I could give myself was that Flamenco is still alive and evolving, it’s a form of life

that goes beyond the art concept itself. In fact, it’s a universal language.

At present, Flamenco dance together with its other manifestations (singing and playing) are exploring

new directions. The most conservative artists and experts are shaking their heads in disapproval;

however this has been an on-going process for the last century, now speeding up thanks to the tools

of the digital era.

As matter of fact, Flamenco has been going through different stages since it was born.

Although it has been commonly defined as “…Spanish folk music and dance from the region of

Andalusia in southern Spain…”(Wikipedia) the most adequate expression to convey is “a form of

life”.

 

Flamenco is the music of Andalusia, or Al Andalus, as it was called during the Moorish occupation

(711–1492). It has its origins in Indian, Arabic, and indigenous cultures, and is frequently associated

with the Spanish gypsies, although it is not limited to them. At the core of the particular flamenco I

experienced, as practiced by the gitanos [Romanies] of Western Andalusia, lies el cante jondo or

“deep song.” It is driven by complex rhythmical structures (compás), and wanders melodically within

the relatively simple tonal range of the Phrygian mode. The words (letras) are like haiku—traditional

verse to be interpreted by the singer (cantaor) and accompanied by guitar or often by rhythm alone.

Like folk music the world over, the songs typically address eternal themes such as love, pain,

loneliness, and death. Although now a commercially viable world-music genre, flamenco is still

performed mostly in intimate gatherings of family and friends. It is a shared experience, drawing its

energy from the group as well as the artists themselves. But it is more than just a musical experience.

It is a way of life (Kahn, Steve. Reed Magazine, summer 2009)

Carmen Amaya is one of their greatest exponents of the Flamenco Dance in the 20th century.

Carmen Amaya was born on 2 November 1918 in a slum of Somorrostro, Barcelona, Catalonia

(Spain). She came from a very poor family. She learned flamenco at very early age from her siblings

and other famous dancers.

In 1929 Carmen debuted in Paris, performing at the famous theatre Folies Bergère. Back in Spain

she was also acclaimed in Madrid. After that, it was decided that the whole entourage would travel to

Argentina (among other South American countries), Mexico and finally they moved to the United

States in 1936.

Amaya visited the White House twice: under President Franklin Roosevelt in 1944 and she was also

invited by President Harry S. Truman in 1953.

 

Carmen Amaya form of dance was unique, revolutionary and her legacy continues to be relevant. “A

way of dancing that depends on rhythm and strength, intensity and power. A form of expression that

was a break from the gentle sweetness that had characterized flamenco dance until that



point.”(Estela Zatania, Deflamenco.com, Flamenco Especiales, Centennial Specials: Carmen

Amaya).

 

Carmen Amaya has become a key figure as she’s respected both by “the old school” and the new

generations who are more interested in innovation.

In fact, she brought about dramatic changes in women’s (and men’s dance): dancing in masculine

style and outfit, playing castanets (very unusual for the gypsies)…but nobody was shocked as she

could pull anything off due to her enormous amount of talent.

Sara Lezana, a dancer from Madrid stated: “Over the years I’ve had the opportunity to see dozens of

dancers, both classical and flamenco, but no one ever had such an impact on me as Carmen Amaya.

She didn’t really leave a school, but she created and revolutionized the whole concept of dance”.

Thinking about the talent concept, it seems too general and broad to establish any definitions. By

studying Carmen Amaya’s case, I was hoping to get a more personal view on the subject.

Dance is a complex art that relies completely on the performer. Only with the right dose of passion,

commitment and confidence the dancer will meet success.

Carmen Amaya devoted her life to Flamenco Dance, beyond any limits (humble origins, ill health,

family ties….). Dancing was her one and only passion. She was gifted with a natural talent, but only

through commitment and work this talent blossomed. 

 

Intrigued by the Flamenco Culture, Tao Ruspoli decided to record his experiences as a student in

Seville between which resulted into a documentary “Flamenco: A Personal Journey” that was shot in

a relaxed fashion, where the different generations clash and come together, while discussing the

present and prospective future of the Flamenco Art.

At some point in the film, a controversial question is raised: is Flamenco already dead? (This has

been stated by the elders in different occasions).The youngsters disagree: they believe it will live

forever.

However, some respected figures dislike the direction Flamenco is heading to. The late guitarist

Paco de Lucía, an internationally known figure, at some point stated:

“There are things in flamenco that serve a purpose; respect for the elders, for example, strikes me

as very positive; today’s society casts old people into elephant graveyards. In our culture, in that

culture, the old person is the patriarch until the end. There are other norms that one lives by quite

naturally, without realizing it.” (Flamenco Evolution vs. Flamenco Tradition — Brook Zern's Flamenco

Experience)

This also applies to the dance performance:

 

In traditional flamenco, young people are not considered to have the emotional maturity to

adequately convey the duende (soul) of the genre. Therefore unlike other dance forms, where

dancers turn professional early to take advantage of youth and strength, many flamenco dancers do

not hit their peak until their thirties and will continue to perform into their fifties and beyond

(Wikipedia).

 

In spite of this last statement, Carmen Amaya met success at an early age due to the blend of innate

talent, dedication and devotion to art (to the extreme of total surrender).

And she was able to conjure up the duende every time. In her own words: “give every little bit on

stage, don’t hold anything back, throw yourself into what you do”.(Centennial Special_Carmen

Amaya).



Nowadays, contemporary/ avant-garde Flamenco artists are exploring new ways to keep the spirit

alive, like the Seville born dancer and choreographer Israel Galván and the bailaora Rafaela

Carrasco.

I can appreciate the different points of view regarded. We can’t get stuck in the past and this is also

true for the Flamenco artists.

Nevertheless, it’s important to know and respect the past wisdom. As very well stated by the younger

generation of flamencos in Ruspoli’s documentary: “…instead of wavering the way youth does

today…this youth that goes in front of the carriage…Wavering, with marketing right here [he points

to his chest]. We have to make sure our kids don’t learn this…But rather that they learn…this

carriage brought to us by Fernanda [de Utrera]….and all our teachers, our grandparents, are

relatives who fought in order for us to grow, instead of wandering in front of the carriage, we have to

get behind the carriage…and start pushing it little by little…because it’s not a matter of arriving

quickly, but rather it’s carrying it, so they see us…

Word count: 1279
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Note to Readers: My Queries 

What specific questions or concerns would you like your readers to address regarding your draft? Would

you like them to look at a specific passage? Would you especially like feedback about a certain aspect of

your writing or argument? Were you stuck with any portions of the draft that you would like feedback on?

Please note more references will be included in the final writing. Just let me know what you think

about the arrangement of the text and if the subject is interesting.

Thank you in advance!

Overall evaluation/feedback

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Is this Project 3 Draft a complete draft? A complete draft does not need to be perfect, and it

can have errors, but it should be almost meeting the length requirement and should be

readable enough that as a reader you have enough material to work with that you can

provide feedback about how to improve it. For more information about what a draft is, please

see Video 02_03. 

Score from your peers: 1
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Response to student's questions.

peer 1 → I think history of Carmen Amaya can be shortened. Instead, I would like to know

about the following points more detail: What is an example of tools in digital era (line 9)

and how to be affected by? What did youngsters and elders really say to agree or

disagree to “is Flamenco already dead” in the Tao Ruspoli’s film? (lines 48-49) Other

than Carmen Amaya, there must be more persons who dedicated to Flamenco’s new era.

peer 2 → Dear Liliana, You chose such a beautiful subject. Thanks to you, I know more

about this form of dance and yes, it is a form of life. All the best, Violeta

peer 3 → Don't worry, even with those references, I see it as a complete work.

Where does the writer offer details about the case study? Is this sufficient to convey the

important aspects of the case study to readers who may not be familiar with this?

peer 1 → Quotations from Wikipedia offer details about the case study. I think it is

sufficient to get overview.

peer 2 → In the first part of the case study the author describes the characteristics of the

dance and she moves further to presentation of Carmen Amaya.

peer 3 → In the 7th paragraph.

Where does the writer go beyond description to pose a question about expertise or to show

how the case study reflects, contrasts, or modifies ideas about expertise?

peer 1 → In the last 3 paragraphs, the author mentions the ideal future of Flamenco.

peer 2 → She present how Carmen Amaya brought dramatic changes in both women's

and men's dance, having the courage to follow her passion in spite of his poor

background.

peer 3 → starting from the 11th paragraph.

Summarize in a sentence or two what the writer is arguing, if you can. If you cannot, say what

the writer might do to make the argument more clear.

peer 1 → Flamenco is still alive and evolving. We can’t get stuck in the past, but at the

same time we should know and respect the past wisdom.

peer 2 → By citing the documentary “Flamenco: A Personal Journey”, the writer brings to

our attention the difference of viewpoints between the generations of flamenco dancers

and also her own opinion: " I can appreciate the different points of view regarded. We

can’t get stuck in the past and this is also true for the Flamenco artists. Nevertheless, it’s

important to know and respect the past wisdom. "

peer 3 → the attraction behind flamenco



What evidence does the writer draw on to support and/or develop his or her argument? Has

the writer effectively integrated, discussed, and cited research? If not, say what the writer

might do to integrate and cite research more effectively.

peer 1 → The author use many references to describe and support the arguments.

Some of quotation can be summarized shorter, but it is effective.

peer 2 → She presents the different viewpoints by citing relevant sources for each of

them. The last citation is not very clear for me though, I think it would be a good idea to

specify where exactly in the documentary is stated so the readers could take a look. Of

course, I understood this is a draft and your references are not complete for the moment.

peer 3 → a famous figure of Flaminco; Carmen Amaya

Are there so many unconventional features in the writing (spelling, sentence structure,

vocabulary, and so on) that you found them interfering with your reading? Identify in

particular one of these features so the writer can focus on it for his or her revision.

peer 1 → Quotation mark in the last sentence is missing?

peer 2 → [This area was left blank by the evaluator.]

peer 3 → the writing is not well structured, especially paragraphs.

Did you find the introduction effective? If so, please describe what features make it effective.

If not, make a few suggestions for how the writer can improve it.

peer 1 → Yes, the introduction begins with the author's own experience. It is very natural

and smooth.

peer 2 → I liked the introduction and It drew my attention right away, but perhaps it's

because I'm naturally interested in Arts and discover new forms of expression.

peer 3 → Not so much, it needs to be improved.

Did you find the conclusion effective? If so, please describe what features make it effective. If

not, make a few suggestions for how the writer can improve it.

peer 1 → Yes, but the article ends with quotation. I think it is sentimental and may not be

suitable for a case study. You can end the article by your own opinion.

peer 2 → It is a draft and I think the writer will spend some time in working to her

paragraph unity and citing properly the sources.

peer 3 → I couldn't feel the impact of the conclusion, need to be seen as independent

summarizing unit.



What did you like best about this essay?

peer 1 → I like the point that this article is based on many hard evidences. It makes this

article reliable.

peer 2 → Thanks to you I know more about this form of body and feelings expression. It

was a pleasure reading your draft.

peer 3 → I liked the choice of the subject and the opinion of the writer.

What did you learn about your own writing/your own project based on responding to this

writer's project?

peer 1 → Effective quotation.

peer 2 → I think passion, feeling engaged when you are striving to achieve something

are principal elements that helps you succeed and reading your project and watching

Carmen Amaya performing I found again this proof. Thank you, Liliana.

peer 3 → I learned to use real cases from persons that have high relationship with the

field that I am writing about.
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002%2Fhuman_grading%2Fview%2Fcourses%2F971749%2Fassessments%2F10%2Fresults%2Fmine)

Peer Assessments (https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/)

/ Project 3 Final: Case Study

Your effective grade is 4.5

Your unadjusted grade is 4.5, which is simply the grade you received from your peers.

See below for details.

Project 3: A Case Study of Expertise

Grading Criteria

An excellent project will meet the following criteria, showing that you can:

present the case study thoroughly

conduct research and evaluate sources

effectively use the case study to support and develop your own argument

effectively integrate evidence in the form of details about the case study, as well as quotes

and paraphrases from sources

employ scholarly conventions for citing sources, including in-text citations and works cited

page

organize the essay clearly

develop paragraphs that achieve paragraph unity

create effective introductions and conclusions

revise deeply as well as edit carefully

 include an effective title 

Submission Phase

1. Do assignment   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/10/submissions)

Evaluation Phase

2. Evaluate peers   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/10/peerGradingSets)

Results Phase

3. See results   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/10/results/mine)

http://help.coursera.org/customer/widget/emails/new
https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/help/peergrading?url=https%3A%2F%2Fclass.coursera.org%2Fcomposition-002%2Fhuman_grading%2Fview%2Fcourses%2F971749%2Fassessments%2F10%2Fresults%2Fmine
https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/
https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/10/submissions
https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/10/peerGradingSets
https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/10/results/mine


Please either upload your .pdf or type the text into the editor box. For more information about working with

PDFs, please visit the Frequently Asked Questions page.

Assingnment_3 (https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-

6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-10/7417f980004111e4859e8700bad6993e.pdf)

Overall evaluation/feedback

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Using the grading criteria above, you will be scoring your classmates' project on a 6-point

scale in order to help them improve as writers for subsequent writing occasions. Think of the

6-point scale as two halves:

a top half of 4,5, or 6 representing different levels of successful projects and

a lower half of 1,2, or 3 representing different levels of unsuccessful projects.

You can think of a paper scoring of 5 as the center of success and one scoring 2 as the

center score of a lack of a success, with the other scores as a minus or plus. Thus a score of

4 is successful, but marginally so, a kind of 5-. A score of 6 is exceptionally successful, a

kind of 5+.

Score of 6: This project will meet all criteria and goals for Project 3 and be very clear and

well written. It need not be perfect but it will be well reasoned, show a deep understanding of

the case study, evaluates and discusses relevant research, and shows a compelling and

wide-ranging discussion of how the case study reflects, contrasts, or modifies our thinking

about expertise. It goes beyond what is required. The project uses the case study to raise

new questions about expertise. The introduction and conclusion are strong. Evidence is

integrated effectively, and the title is strong. Citations are mostly correct. 

Score of 5: This project not only presents the case study, but also uses it to make an

argument about expertise. It meets all criteria and goals for project 3 and is clear and well

written, but it is without the depth of understanding and range of the exceptionally successful

project.  But, it does the job efficiently. The project includes relevant research. Paragraphs

are unified and the paper is organized clearly. The introduction and conclusion are strong.

Evidence is integrated effectively, and the title is strong. Citations are mostly correct. 

Score of 4: This project describes the case study in an organized way, but it does not offer

a thorough understanding of it, and has little or nothing to say about its relation to the issue

of expertise. It may have a few unconventional features of written English, such as

vocabulary, sentence construction, etc., but these do not for the most part interfere with the

communication of the writer’s ideas. It is for the most part clearly written. Paragraphs are

mostly organized clearly and unified. Research may be a bit limited, and evidence is

integrated effectively some of the time. Distinctions are rarely made among the sources and

quotations are sometimes inserted without being discussed. The introduction and/or

conclusion are somewhat effective. Citations are present and mostly correct. The title is

somewhat effective. 

Score of 3: This project shows only a superficial understanding of the case study and

limited description of it. It may have some unconventional features of written English, such as

https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-10/7417f980004111e4859e8700bad6993e.pdf


vocabulary, sentence construction, etc., that interfere with the communication of the writer’s

ideas. It offers little by way of argument. The project uses little research and does not

evaluate or discuss the sources. Evidence is only occasionally integrated effectively, and/or

not much evidence is used. Citations are often incorrect. The introduction and /or conclusion

are present, but not effective. The title is largely ineffective.

Score of 2: This project pays little attention to the case study or shows little understanding

of it. It offers very little by way of argument, and hardly any research. It may also contain

some unconventional features of written English, such as vocabulary, sentence construction,

or other features that interfere with the communication of the writer’s ideas. The essay is not

organized clearly, and the paragraphs often are not unified. Evidence is for the most part not

integrated effectively, and/or very little evidence is used. Citations are mostly incorrect or

absent. The introduction and /or conclusion are not effective. The title is ineffective.

Score of 1: This project has misunderstood the nature of the assignment or the meaning of

the case study and presents many unconventional features of written English, such as

vocabulary, sentence construction, or other features that interfere with the communication of

the writer’s ideas. Evidence is not integrated effectively, and/or no evidence is used. The

paper is disorganized and paragraphs are not unified. Citations are incorrect or absent. The

title is absent or ineffective. 

Score from your peers: 4.5

What overall comments do you have for the writer as he or she moves on to Project 4?

peer 1 → Nice topic and situation for case study. Maybe it would be better if you pay

attention much more to the introduction and conclusion.

peer 2 → make the essay more clearer with what you're trying to say, and for that, it

would help if you make the essay more linear. try to structure it better. you cover a lot of

things but you're jumping too much from one idea to the next.

peer 3 → Hello! You case study about Flamenco dancing and Carmen Amaya is well-

written. Nevertheless, any writer can always find ways to improve. Therefore, here are

some of my comments: 1) You might want to focus more on proofreading. I found some

errors regarding preposition use, spacing, and awkward sentence construction. Those

lapses are mild, but nevertheless have a significant impact on readers. 2) You drew lots

of information from external sources, effectively strengthening your arguments. Good job!

3) Speaking your arguments, it would be better if you wrote your case study to focus on a

few main ideas. I had some difficulty identifying your main arguments, but it seems that

you are writing mainly about how people reacted to the changes in Flamenco dance as

time goes on. You also appear to be arguing that passion is required in order to achieve

expertise. 4) If you were to write more case studies in the future, I would suggest adopting

the thirp person view more often, as this will make your writing look more professional.

Congratulate yourself for finishing the penultimate writing project for this course! Good

luck with your writing!

peer 4 → Hi. I think you did a very nice job, very complete and entertaining. However, I

think you did not make a point in your writing. I did not see very clear the argument. I will

suggest to check for future works the topic sentences and the structure as well as to work

a bit more in the introduction and the conclusions. Also a clear argument is needed.

However, very nice research about flamenco, I enjoyed all the information.



What did you learn about your own writing based on reading and evaluating this writer's

project?

peer 1 → I liked the writers's approach to integrate the evidences.

peer 2 → [This area was left blank by the evaluator.]

peer 3 → I should focus more on proofreading.

peer 4 → I learn about the importance of topics sentences and arguments,
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When checking the grading received for Project 3, I've realized the copy of the project that my peers

have evaluated IS NOT the one I submitted. My final submission was "Assignment 3 final" not

"Assignment_3" (as I realized there were some formatting issues in that copy caused by the online PDF

converter I used). 

Please see below a screenshot of the last document uploaded. I checked as advised and everything

looked perfect.
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Rebecca STAFF · 4 days ago 

Hi Anon, 

Sorry to hear this.  Unfortunately, there is not much we can do at this point.  Your submission has

already been reviewed.  If we let you resubmit the project, it will delete all of your peer review scores.

Since the evaluation phase is over, you would have no score.  

Again, sorry this happen.   

Thanks, 

Rebecca 
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Writing Project #4 

English Composition I: Achieving Expertise 

Professor Denise Comer 

7 July 2014 

 

A Tale of X Generation (Still living on the Edge) 

 

On April 5
th 

2014, Kurt Cobain’s 20-year death anniversary put on displays both the glories 

and delusions of the 1990’s world. 

 More than twenty years have passed since the so called Gen-Xers   appeared on the 

political, social and cultural scene.  A lot has been written and discussed about them, or maybe I 

should say about us, because I was born in the 1960-1980 frame of time. 

 However, these opinions seem so vague and full of inconsistencies that most of us feel a 

distorted (or even plainly inaccurate) image has been coined and sold to the masses; we don’t feel 

comfortable with labels anyway. 

The X Generation distinctive features have been defined as obscure and difficult both by the 

media and some scholarly sources, who don’t feel too compelled to dive into the matter any further. 

Most of the adjectives used to define this group are not to be proud of: lazy, cynical, and hedonistic, 

among others. 

Anyway, my slightly twisted sense of humour is a good ally here, as I believe all the 

dismissive terms are the living proof of the impact caused by “the lost generation”. 

We grew amidst big political changes like the end of the communist era in Eastern Europe, 

China’s market opening and climate change awareness. All these situations slowly and steadily 

crystallized into a new global reality.  



As for the social issues and in terms of wealth, at the time we were considered to be the 

most privileged generation in the western world ever, with access to education, health assistance, 

working financial systems and powerful media, but weaker family ties (the rates of divorce were 

increasing rapidly). 

We found ourselves lost in this sea of contradictions for some time, but not forever: the 

answer was creating new structures where we could fit in, intending to leave behind the old systems  

set up by the previous post WWII generation (today known as the “Baby Boomers”), who were 

mainly interested in political stability and wealth.  

The rise of social movements was like “Riot Grrrls” (part of the Third Wave Feminism) and 

new artistic ways of expression (grunge music, independent movies) established a new language, 

sometimes raw and unpolished but not less authentic.  

At some point, these groups became fashionable and appealing to the media, which 

portrayed them in a rather mocking manner. Then, a big silence followed. What happened to them? 

Did they move to another planet? Well, not really… 

The non-conformists are still walking on planet Earth; they have morphed into less enraged 

and more focused individuals that still remain loyal to the essence of the movement.  

This is not big news to the mainstream media any more, as they are more interested in the 

“Millennials” (born after 1980) who are taking advantage of what the digital era has to offer, without 

thinking too much. Ironically, they seem to fit in the “conformist” category quite well, aligning 

themselves with their grandparents’ generation. 

But not being in the limelight any more doesn’t erase us from the map; we keep on working 

and have our own values with regard to work, family and society. Nowadays, the family structures 

are the most diverse in the modern era, the labour market has been changed forever by means of 

networking and technology, and the oldest hierarchies seem old and inadequate for the upcoming 



generations.  The world has definitely changed, although this fact might have not been noticeable 

for everyone at first sight. Christine Henseler, one of the authors involved in the X Generation Goes 

Global project has made a wise observation: “Obama is a GenXer whose life and lingo is centered on 

change.” 

As for the artistic expression, sadly, academic sources have too often forgotten that culture 

was aimed at self-awareness and amusement in the first place. Indeed, the arts are definitely a good 

tool for establishing and strengthening the community relationships.  

I would suggest to anyone interested in the above mentioned facts to review the cultural 

production of this period with fresh eyes, as there are many gems that have remained unnoticed 

that may also flash some light on the current events in the news:  Femen activists, Arab Spring and 

15-M Movement in Spain have adopted and revived the X Generation‘s ideology and principles. 

As stated by Charles Cross, author of Here We Are Now: The Lasting Impact of Kurt Cobain, 

“When we talk about his legacy, it’s also to some degree our legacy, our youth. It was the one time 

where it suddenly felt to everybody here that the world could go on its end.” 

Nevertheless, Cobain’s lyrics have overstepped any time limitations as they address the 

issues of the human soul like love, death, loss and sorrow, in a unique manner. Although his death 

seemed to put an end to an era, in fact, it was just the beginning of a very important shift.  

Yes, Kurt passed away, but Nirvana is still alive. 
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Help (https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/help/peergrading?

url=https%3A%2F%2Fclass.coursera.org%2Fcomposition-

002%2Fhuman_grading%2Fview%2Fcourses%2F971749%2Fassessments%2F11%2Fresults%2Fmine)

Peer Assessments (https://class.coursera.org/composition-002/human_grading/) / Project 4 Final: Op-Ed

Your effective grade is 4

Your unadjusted grade is 4, which is simply the grade you received from your peers.

See below for details.

For this fourth and final writing project of our course, I am asking you to build on your work in Projects 1, 2

and 3, and extend our conversations about expertise through a 500-750 word op-ed in which you address

a current event relevant to your area of expertise, and articulate an opinion about it. Your op-ed must be

about something timely and relevant, connected to a current issue or debate happening in the world. Use

this op-ed as a chance to share your expertise about the topic based on what you have learned about

your chosen area of expertise. You will have the chance to show why and how your scholarly thinking

about expertise is relevant to current events.

For detailed information about Project 4: Op-Ed, please refer to the instructions on the Writing Projects

main page.

Submit your paper here. The preferred format is to attach a .pdf file so you can format the paper

according to citation guidelines, but if this is not possible for you, you may also type or paste the text into

the editor box. If you are unsure how to save a document (like a Word file or Google Doc) as a .pdf,

please refer to the instructions under "Frequently Asked Questions".

Assingment 4 final (https://s3.amazonaws.com/coursera-uploads/user-

6955907a50635a6f6770a570/971749/asst-11/0d15cdf005c011e4b2cb7397bc77fdb8.pdf)

Submission Phase

1. Do assignment   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/11/submissions)

Evaluation Phase

2. Evaluate peers   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/11/peerGradingSets)

Results Phase

3. See results   (/composition-002/human_grading/view/courses/971749/assessments/11/results/mine)
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Overall evaluation/feedback

Note : this section can only be filled out during the evaluation phase.

Grading Criteria 

An excellent project will meet the following criteria, showing that you can:

connect your area of expertise to a current event

make a point about this current event

write in a style and manner appropriate for effective op-eds (see Project 4 Readings &

Resources)

organize the op-ed clearly

write concisely

use active or passive voice as is appropriate

create an effective opening and closing

edit and proofread carefully

include an effective title

Using the grading criteria above, you will be scoring your classmates' project on a 6-point

scale in order to help them improve as writers for subsequent writing occasions. Think of the

6-point scale as two halves:

a top half of 4,5, or 6 representing different levels of successful projects and

a lower half of 1,2, or 3 representing different levels of unsuccessful projects.

You can think of a paper scoring of 5 as the center of success and one scoring 2 as the

center score of a lack of a success, with the other scores as a minus or plus. Thus a score of

4 is successful, but marginally so, a kind of 5-. A score of 6 is exceptionally successful, a

kind of 5+.

Score of 6: This project will meet all criteria and goals for Project 4 and be very clear,

concise and well written. It need not be perfect but it will make a significant point show a deep

understanding of the current event, alternative viewpoints, and why readers should care.

The project uses the current event to raise new questions or modify our thinking about the

current event and/or related area of expertise. The opening and closing are strong.

Paragraphs are unified and the op-ed is organized clearly. The op-ed has been proofed

carefully, and the title is strong. The manner of writing is accessible to general readers, and

is concise and in active voice. 

Score of 5: This project not only presents the current event, but also uses it to offer an

argument. The op-ed provides an opinion about the current event and/or the related area of

expertise. The writer acknowledges alternative viewpoints. It is clear, concise, and well

written. Paragraphs are unified and the paper is organized clearly. The opening and closing

are strong. The op-ed has been proofread carefully, and the title is strong. The manner of

writing is generally accessible to general readers, and is mostly concise and in active voice.  

Score of 4: This project describes the current event in an organized way, but it does not

offer a thorough understanding of it, only minimally addresses alternative views, and offers

only a minor or limited opinion. It may have a few unconventional features of written English,

such as vocabulary, sentence construction, etc., but these do not for the most part interfere

with the communication of the writer’s ideas. It is for the most part clearly and concisely

written. Paragraphs are mostly organized clearly and unified. The opening and closing are

somewhat effective. The title is somewhat effective. The manner of writing is somewhat

accessible to general readers, and may have some passive voice or lack of concision.   



Score of 3: This project shows only a superficial understanding of the current event and

limited argument about it. It does not address alternative viewpoints. It may have some

unconventional features of written English, such as vocabulary, sentence construction, etc.,

that interfere with the communication of the writer’s ideas. Paragraphs are not organized

very clearly. The opening and/or closing are present, but not effective. The manner of writing

is not very accessible to general readers, and has some passive voice and/or lack of

concision.  The title is largely ineffective.  

Score of 2: This project pays little attention to the current event or shows little

understanding of it. It offers very little by way of argument, and no reference to alternative

views. It may also contain some unconventional features of written English, such as

vocabulary, sentence construction, or other features that interfere with the communication of

the writer’s ideas. The op-ed is not organized clearly, and the paragraphs often are not

unified. The opening and closing are not effective. The title is ineffective. The manner of

writing is not accessible to general readers, and has considerable passive voice and/or lack

of concision. 

Score of 1: This project has misunderstood the nature of the assignment or the meaning of

the current event and presents many unconventional features of written English, such as

vocabulary, sentence construction, or other features that interfere with the communication of

the writer’s ideas. The op-ed is disorganized and paragraphs are not unified. The title is

absent or ineffective. The manner of writing is inaccessible to general readers, and has

considerable passive voice and/or lack of concision. 

Score from your peers: 4

What overall comments do you have for the writer as he or she continues to work on writing

beyond this course?

peer 1 → The subject of your Op-Ed is very interested, but the structure is divided in

short paragraphs. I would recommend you to join some of them to improve cohesion. For

example, paragraph 1 to 5 would be a good introduction. Please, check what it is

expected from this type of writings

https://d396qusza40orc.cloudfront.net/composition/project4opedrevised2014%20%282%29.pdf

and the examples. Evidences are not necessary in an Op-ed. Other comments: - The

length of the Op-Ed exceeds the 700 words by far. I would cut it. - You should check

grammar because there are some mistakes. For example, p4 “who”/ - I would avoid the

use of informal structures such as “don’t” p4/ doesn’t p13/ it’s - Punctuation.

peer 2 → Well written, a nice piece about a generation.

peer 3 → You have a very good opening. Your writing is clear and concise. While you

are discussing current event, you have a knack that make reader feel the story is

personal to you, something they should relate too. However, there is one major weakness

of this article: your opening does not follow with a brief description of the event its

mentioned (Kurt Cobain's death) and you instead go straight to discuss points arising

from that event. This makes me feel that you write with an assumption that every one

knows of the event, which in this case might not be correct.

peer 4 → I found your theme very interesting and I think you made some good points

and references. However, I feel the analysis was superficial and I'm not sure the argument

and its development were strong enough to make a successful op-ed.



What did you learn about your own writing based on reading and evaluating this writer's

project?

peer 1 → I also like to use a final quote as a strong conclusion

peer 2 → That even if a topic doen't really interest a reader, the writing still can be good

and appealing enough to read the whole piece.

peer 3 → [This area was left blank by the evaluator.]

peer 4 → [This area was left blank by the evaluator.]


